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INTRODUCTION

Choosing a Brutalist structure

This booklet exhibits the research for, and the act of designing. The basis for 

the design is also explained in the research booklet ‘Learning from Alexandra 

Road Estate’. However, before explaining what the design is about, the defining 

of designing can the design in the right direction. 

According to the dictionary of oxford, designing means  ‘decide upon the look 

and functioning of (a building, garment, or other object), by making a detailed 

drawing of it’.

This definition shows how, as a designer, you are always faced with choices 

again. When I look at myself, I sometimes think, help I am stuck. As an architect, 

one has to face the choice of choosing between materials, the right purpose 

for that space and the dimensions of that space. Neave should have had the 

same right? How did Neave Brown deal with this?

“When you do not know what to do; it is not about a choice, just work until 

you know what to do. It is not a question of producing alternatives, but about 

a question of finding things which recognize themselves and you recognize 

them. It becomes an idea-system within the building has to exist” (Neave 

Brown, 2014)

During the design process, the system recognition is something I look for. I 

think of a system for designing a new building, within the research of Alexandra 

Road Estate. Neave Brown found his recognition of a system in the ideas of 

modernism by Le Corbusier and the Smithson’s which were not considered 

accurate enough for the post-war years. Neave responded, and recognized the 

existing society, which lies in the type of Victorian housing and organization of 

premises of Bath and other traditional cities in the United Kingdom. 
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Rethinking the context is something I started with. I search for 

things that jump out, or that I recognize as being harmonious or 

disruptive in their context. Notable at the Alexandra Road Estate 

are, for example, the terraces and continuity of spaces which are 

designed in harmony. The dark entrance of the houses interests 

me in a negative way. Thereafter the choice of what to design, is 

looking at what the place might need. The site next to Alexandra 

Road, consists of three housing schemes that are orientated 

inwards. Alexandra Road Estate is designed as an open plan and 

connections between neighbors, the three adjacent housing 

schemes appear to be the opposite. Recognizing patterns like that 

is the start of designing. Therefore, this area will be redeveloped 

for this design-part of the graduation-project. The result, in 

short, is a new housing-scheme with a redesigned entrance 

towards Alexandra Road Estate and continuous connection to the 

surroundings.
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In order to understand the design-decisions, I have to recognize what is good 

and what not. The basics of designing were discussed in the introduction. In 

order to come to conclusions in the learning from Alexandra Road, I start with 

the rethinking. The rethinking consists of ten items concerning the analysis of 

Alexandra Road Estate.

1. As mentioned before, the high-density low rise is the main source for a 

design like Alexandra Road. ’High density, low rise’ cares for the connection 

between the apartments and the street. The families cannot be put in high 

apartments with no connection to the street. The ‘Continuous flow’ can make 

the people go out and connect with the cultural aspect of living together.  

2. ’Eyes on the street’ is important for the social coherence or control, so people 

can see what goes on outdoors on the street. However, there is also a privacy 

aspect with this concept. As resident, your house is also a place to hide away 

when you want to. The resident can choose whether he wants to connect with 

the street or has a private moment. At Alexandra Road, the privacy is better 

when living up high or hiding in the back of the house where it is darker.

3. ’A piece of a city’ has to do with multi-functionalities, such as a school, park, 

shops, a community center and of course the residences.  

4. ’Total environment’ concerns the connection with the adjacent buildings or 

artifacts, not neglecting existing patterns, and creating new building within the 

total environment. The equal importance of indoors and outdoors. Although 

both have different functions, they also have much in common. Outdoors and 

indoors you can meet people, bump into each other, or invite your neighbor. 

The living, playing and enjoying freedom can all take place in- and outdoors.

5. ’Terraces’ are all what you see at the Alexandra Road Estate. They exist in 

order to create an high-density-low-rise environment. Although the blocks are 

6 stories high, it does not feel that high as with straight six-story blocks in the 

surroundings. 

6. The ‘gardens open to the sky’ is a feature that arises from the terrace-forming 

and vice-versa. The gardens are also the private-buffer in the eyes on the street. 

7. ’Flexibility’ in the interior of the dwellings is praised by the residents, the 

RETHINKING NEAVE BROWN

translating ideas
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figure 1.1 Alexandra Road Estate
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sliding doors and the continuity of routing within the houses is quite nice and 

relates to the continuous flow of the public or semi-public space. 

Next to the good things, I have also some small remarks about the project. The 

things that need more rethinking are the dark spaces indoors and outdoors.

8. All front doors of the houses are connected to a continuous route of public 

space, reached by stairs. The small staircases do not provide a lot of light for 

the entrances. So the experience of entering your home is rather a dark one. In 

order to connect with the neighbor, the light is a very pleasant thing to have 

enough of. 

9. Because the focus in the Alexandra Road Estate was on the eyes on the street 

and the balconies open up to the sky, the bedrooms in the back of the house 

are a little dark when closing the sliding doors. This is not immediately a bad 

thing, However, people wanting to close them of, are sometimes also in need 

of light. 

10. The main material at the Alexandra Road Estate seems to transform when 

the weather changes. The concrete gets darker when raining, and in the 

winter, the project triggers depressive emotions according to some residents. 

So, the goal for the new design will be searching for a material that is that 

is not susceptible to bad weather.  The solution can be just concrete, only 

aesthetically applied in a more durable way. The new building should not get 

the darkness, which residents do not like.

GSEducationalVersion

semi-private

semi-public

public

private

Houses in terraces Garden open to the sky Front doors open onto
a continuous public route

Transition from public to private

Smaller frontage in order to reach the
dwelling by stairs or walkway

Reproducing and mirroring in order
to get an apartment block
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GSEducationalVersion

semi-private

semi-public

public

private

Houses in terraces Garden open to the sky Front doors open onto
a continuous public route

Transition from public to private

Smaller frontage in order to reach the
dwelling by stairs or walkway

Reproducing and mirroring in order
to get an apartment block

figure 1.2 Alexandra Road Estate, concept-scheme
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THE SITE

from public to private

Camden is a suburb of London in the north-west. However, nowadays it can be 

considered close to the center, the boarders and infrastructure of London City, 

go far beyond Camden Council. The cities densities are high and no plots for new 

developments are available at the time. However, within redevelopment of the 

built environment there are more opportunities. The north-west area of Alexandra 

Road, on the other side of the railroad there is already a redevelopment going on. 

The studies of this redevelopment pointed out some other areas, which might need 

redevelopment. One of them is right next to the Alexandra Road Estate on the east-

side.

When looking at the surroundings of the Alexandra Road Estate, the border of 

the plots lead the way to organization of space. The three blocks on the east-side 

are orientated inwards, with a concrete wall as border of each plot. Only a small 

walkway runs between the 2 northern plots. Now is Neave Brown the first to point 

that out in an interview (Cordell, 2016). The surrounding built environment, creates 

a disconnection from the surroundings, and the space next to these blocks becomes 

an unattractive one. This has to do with the fact that after Alexandra Road Estate, 

the undeveloped plots were split and given to several different developers and 

architects. The total environment got neglected, the connections Neave Brown had 

foreseen with the adjacent built environment did not come true unfortunately.

For the redevelopment this site(figure 2.6) I am looking for a good connection 

between Alexandra Road and the rest of the city. Looking at the plan, Alexandra 

Road is a long gesture along the railroad, the existing organization functions 

as mere particles, which do not have a spatial connection. Therefore, the three 

partitions(figure 2.5) are coming together for one project which can function as a 

filter between the existing structures, instead of the existing abrupt end of Alexandra 

Road Estate.



GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

figure 2.2

figure 2.1 Alexandra Road Estate with the adjacent redevelopment site
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figure 2.3 walkways in blue, car-acces in red

figure 2.4 the existing connection towards Alexandra Road Estate
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shopsadditional route

additional route

maine route

shops

figure 2.5 the to demolish building blocks

figure 2.6 close up of new routing
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The shadow of the final 

design is displayed 

at page 40

For a sufficient starting point considering the ‘total environment’, a ‘Becher type analysis’ 

is conducted(page 19). The photographs of buildings in the close surroundings show 

eclectic character and whether this is close related to the Alexandra Road Estate or not. 

The site itself receives a lot of sunlight, there are no high buildings that cast shadow. 

Figure 2.7 expresses the light throughout the year. This is also an item that should be 

taken into account for the organization of the building-volume. 

In the next chapter organization of the route is displayed. 

figure 2.7

summer 9-17 spring 9-17

winter 9-17
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TRANSITION IN SPACE

from public to private

One of Neave Browns design-strategies is transforming, or using existing 

patterns for a new design. A pattern in this case means the transition of a 

person from space to space. From public space to private space and vice versa. 

Some architects name it scenography, the architect is aware of making spaces 

in which people move from A to B. Each space, is a space in a sequence, which 

can create an experience. The architect should have the ability to make this 

experience a good one. The organization of the architecture exists at different 

scale levels, the organization of houses is in or around the public space is 

where I start before going into the private house.

Public space

Neave Brown related the organization of public space to the existing parks 

in London. The houses are organized around the public space, the street and 

the public green as an area between streets.

In the seventeenth century, there were doctors who found out that the 

inner city of London had to  change its pattern of public space, instead of 

densifying the city-structure, wealthy people bought housing blocks and 

transformed the size of such a plot into a communal garden. Often closed 

at night, however still considered a public space. Through this intervention, 

the city became a healthier place to live in. Charles I started to experiment 

with only giving out licenses to build, to builders of a new neighborhood, 

if they could create a green public space within. (UMS, 2018) The earliest 

examples are Covent Garden and Lincoln Inn Fields in the 1630s. Later 

examples In London are Tavistock Square Garden and Gordon Square Garden 

from the early nineteenth century(figure 3.1). The difference in time is also 

the difference between Victorian and Georgian housing, I would like to dive 

deeper, but that is another study.

However, Neave Brown linked his principles to the terraces of Bath and the 

linking of public spaces in that town. The Royal Crescent is never used in 

public by Neave Brown, but everyone can track the curve in the Alexandra 
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London Royal Crescent 'Alexandra Gate'

Barcelona Paris 'Alexandra Road Development'

figure 3.1 google maps view of the classical gardens in London 

figure 3.2 google maps view of the classical gardens in Bath

figure 3.3 schematic drawings of typology public space
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Road Estate back to the Royal Crescent in Bath. In order to come to a good 

understanding, I looked at Bath as well. The organization of public spaces is 

more organic, but there are clear similarities between the squares in Bath and 

London (figure 3.2). 

In order to have a broader view, I also looked at other organizations of the 

public space in Europe. For example cities as Paris and Barcelona. Paris is 

divided by streets with housing blocks in triangles and rectangles, the green is 

positioned within the housing block, which functions as a communal garden. 

Therefore it does not function as public space, the public of Paris should have 

to look for the bigger public spaces. For Example the space around the Eiffel 

Tower. Barcelona has kind of the same organization as in Paris, only those 

blocks are actually rectangular or square and the public spaces are semi-

public. The semi-public means in this case that everyone can reach these 

green spaces. For elaboration, figure 3.3 as comparison. 

Recognizing the right organization for the public space is not choosing just 

one option, but to start I opt for a court-yard scheme in which there is a set 

through of Alexandra Road, but the actual courtyard happens on the other 

end(figure 3.4). Because gardens in the U.K. are often divided by streets, 

the social coherence can get lost, because there is less social control. In this 

proposal(figure 3.5), there is a combination of dividing by the street(only 

pedestrians) and the actual courtyard in U-form ‘adjacent to the houses.
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'closed' square

'leaking' square

'crescent' public space

'streets'

GSEducationalVersion

figure 3.4 schematic drawings of typology applied on the redevelopment site

figure 3.5 Alexandra Road Estate with the adjacent redevelopment sites new addition
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THE CONTINUITY 

Semi-public space

In order to reach the house or the public space there is a way to the front 

door. Of course it is possible to only have the front door between the public 

and the private, and often it is like this. However, there is a grey area which 

Neave Brown calls the Semi-Public space. It is a space which belongs to the 

building or house, also easily accessible by others. 

In Bath, the royal Crescent in particular, the front doors all open towards each 

other, you can immediately see who leaves or enters the house at the other 

side of the crescent. This links to what Neave Brown calls the eyes on the 

street. 

In a lot of apartment buildings nowadays one should first enter a general 

hallway to the stairs and the elevators which is often not public, before arriving 

at the front door. Sometimes the way to the front door does somehow not get 

the attention it deserves. 

Dominic Papa, a London based architect, who has a lot of experience with 

apartment-blocks explains it in the European Social Housing book of 2017 

as follows.

‘‘.....once people get through their front doors they often love their flats, there’s 

something nice about living up high, with large windows and long views, and 

they are often built to generous space-standards.  The challenge however, is 

getting from the street to their front door because there isn’t a clearly defined 

sequence of spaces.’’ (Karakusevic, 2017)

Therefore, the sequence of space, from public to private should be an 

experience itself. People do not have to meet in dark places, but can just walk 

along, or have their conversation time on the sidewalk which is the case at 

the Royal Crescent.

The picture of an earlier mass-study proposes a kind of continuity with public 

space flowing from all directions and maintaining existing streets. The house 

should connect to the surroundings in such a way the sequence of space 

triggers or guides the resident to his or her destination. 
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figure 4.1 royal crescent drawing in Bath

figure 4.2 earlier design concept render, with Alexandra Road Estate in the back

figure 4.3 earlier design proposal mass-study
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The house of organization public to private, flexibility of Alexandra Road. The 

private apartments themselves are known to be quite flexible. The sliding 

doors between the rooms are the parts that make it flexible. The light of the 

living room can therefore reach the other parts of the apartment. 

I believe flexibility is an important actor for the future of a dwelling. Different 

kinds of residents or households can move in. Within the house there is also a 

transition from the public space towards the private space. The public space 

relates to the entrance, the private space relates to the bedroom or room 

for contemplation. So when entering the house there are a few activities a 

resident might want to do first; Say hi to who lives there; Put the coat away; 

Wants to go to the bathroom; Put groceries in the fridge

Looking at these things, there are private and more public happenings. The 

entrance would be a space from which everything is reachable. The living 

room can be a place adjacent to the private garden or terrace, which is the 

semi-private space. Therefore this space does not have to connect with the 

public space. However, the dining or kitchen are places where often is more 

activity in the household, this can be the place that has the eyes on the street. 

The kitchen or dining can function as a buffer between the private and the 

public. The bedroom is of course the most private part of the house besides 

the bathroom or toilet. Therefore the bedroom does not need a connection 

with the outdoors, however daylight becomes necessary if the second 

bedroom becomes a study-room. In this writing, almost every space has its 

destination already, But now the flexible system again.

Flexibility in a house is possible when certain rooms can be used for different 

activities. For example, the dining can be the living room, or vice versa (the 

bottom figure on the right). This might be applicable to elderly people 

who move in. They might want connection with the public space because 

something is happening there. When elderly people sit in their chair it is 

easier to engage or see the daily life of which elderly often do want to make 

part of.

THE HOUSE

The private
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figure 5.1 schematic concept of housing plan
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The semi-private consists of the outdoor space belonging to the house, 

which is often only accessible by the resident of the concerning house. It is 

something private, where the resident might want to enjoy their beverage 

in the sun, or read a book underneath a parasol. Some people might want 

to do some gardening. It is not a public space, but connection with the 

direct neighbor is possible. Again the link with the Royal Crescent can be 

made, the private garden is in the back, which is not coming close the 

neighbor, but kind of disconnects. It is the outer circle, therefore neighbors 

meet each other less than at the front-doors. There is almost only a contact 

with the direct neighbor is possible. However, I think the concept of the 

Royal Crescent is still a relevant one.

The connection with the direct neighbor in Alexandra Road Estate is not 

exactly made possible, the private terrace does have the eyes on the 

streets. The terrace is furthermore, private and open to the sky, bounded 

by the sidings which are there for aesthetic and privacy reasons. The 

privacy is still important, therefore the new scheme has private terraces 

and I try to use architecture to provide privacy, or distinction between the 

private terraces from different homes.

THE TERRACE

The ‘semi-private’
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the public

threshold

space

distinction in private

outdoor space

the public space

the private terrace

figure 6.1 schematic concept of the terrace
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Between 1978 and 2018 there is quite a gap in time, therefore I researched other 

projects that address certain items from the previous chapter, or items that were not 

applicable to the Alexandra Road Estate. 

So my act of designing is not only looking at Neave Browns ideas and the existing 

ones at that time. I have a time-span of at least forty years of other new architecture 

ideas between the Alexandra Road Estate and my graduation project. Therefore I am 

also looking at other projects with similar or other ideas. I did some case-studies and 

site-visits where I got to meet residents or people who were interested in the same 

schemes. 

Through the study of organization of public space I looked into housing-schemes 

which are also organized around a courtyard. 

Carel Weber, Paperclip Rotterdam (1982) - site visit 

The project is organized with inner courtyard with three half circles, the circles cause 

noise when there are activities with children at the inner side of the circle. The sound 

cannot leave the circle properly, and the tenants experience . The families with 

children were originally placed in the flats at the three circles in order to create a place 

in which the children could play safe on the street. However after these struggles 

with the noise, the families children were re-placed into the houses with the ‘longer 

curved ends’. Now the children play at the grass in between the the longer curves of 

the housing blocks. 

The second thing I was interested in, is how the entrances of the houses were designed. 

The ‘circle-houses’ have a combination of a vertical staircase and walkways along the 

front doors of the apartments. The other houses have porticos with staircases and 

the ‘front’ door lies in this vertical hallway. The project does not have the ‘semi-public’ 

space as in Alexandra Road, but it is actually a low-rise high-density project. 

The third item considers the balcony, or outdoor space. In this project every house 

has its own loggia, however the orientation is unfortunately not only at the south, but 

for a lot of houses only at the north, which do not receive any sunlight throughout 

the year. What I can learn from this project, is that creating terraces might solve a lot 

of things, and the noise problem I have to take in account. 

AFTER ALEXANDRA ROAD ESTATE

PROCESS OF DESIGNING

figure 7.3 inner side of the circle
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figure 7.1 image of Alexandra Road Estate

figure 7.2 birdview of the ‘Paperclip’ in Rotterdam

figure 7.4 outer side of the circlefigure 7.3 inner side of the circle
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Jon Kristinsson, Joke Smitplein, Utrecht (1976) - site visit 

I was looking into places near my home-town for inspiration in order to have a 

broader view. The Joke Smitplein project by Jon Kristinsson -architect of the Floriade 

Villa Flora in Venlo- I found by searching for courtyard-schemes on google maps. 

When visiting I immediately ran into a women who was interested in buying a house 

there. She talked with great enthusiasm about the project being a good community 

and the terraces provide a kind of social coherence with also the opportunity of being 

private. She only thought of the cars as being objects that should not be there in the 

‘courtyard’, because everyone cycles in Utrecht. 

The Joke Smitplein with also a half circle in it, links to the Royal Crescent in Bath, U.K. 

However it is a little bit different. The front doors are actually organized around an 

indoor staircase, and the private outdoor space is the space where people can see 

each other. However, at street-level, people still come together as in Royal Crescent, 

only more residents use the same front-door towards the staircase. 

Jon Kristinsson is an architect who was a kind of pioneer in ‘green building’, Joke 

Smitplein has its green in plants against the facade, however not all year green 

though. But it is also the friendly-atmosphere within this project that interests me, I 

still think it is the green that creates this friendly-ness.

There are a lot other projects that interested me because they had to do with either 

the design, or the organization of houses around public space that I want. In short I 

explain what they are about. 

The Justus van Effen complex, by Michael Brinkman in opened 1922, was the one 

of the first with the ‘streets in the sky’, still standing strong, however it got at least 

two renovations. But I think it is wonderful the project almost reaches the age of a 

century, with this rather innovative idea at the time. The street in the sky at the third 

level has houses with two levels, it kind of relates with Alexandra road. Looking at the 

main block of the Alexandra Road Estate, the street in the sky only connects duplex-

apartments to the public. The project kind of looks like a village in this way, the thing 

Reyner Banham loves in the idea of New Brutalist housing projects (Banham, 1966, 

p119). Having this in mind, Michiel Brinkman was ahead of his time with the Justus 

van Effen building. 

Off topic: In order to show how interconnected it all is and not by coincidence; Brinkman and his son eventually got in 

partnership with van de Broek en Bakema, who were part of team ten or CIAM, which were connected with ‘The Smithsons and 
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figure 7.5 Joke Smitplein

figure 7.6 topview Joke Smitplein figure 7.7 courtyard Joke Smitplein
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Le Corbusier. (Molenaar, 2012) Eventually Neave Brown, who already met Le Corbusier personally in his study-time, adviced van 

de Broek en Bakema in some work.

Piet Blom, Kashbah (1973) and the ‘Gesloten stad’ (1993)

When I was searching for mountain-villages and terraces in order to search the concept 

of stacked housing, I came across the concept Kasbah. A Kasbah is originally a kind of 

fortress or Medina. The design by Piet Blom in Hengelo, literally links to the concept 

of the Kashbah or Medina, with small pedestrian-streets through a fortress. Piet Blom 

was looking for an urban living and working environment in which social interactions 

were promoted. The Kashbah in Hengelo consisted of houses with pedestrian streets 

all over the complex. The private outdoor space is often a shared outdoor space 

belonging to the residents. The idea was that the public space at ground is flexible 

in use, the residents themselves could organize the public space at ground level. 

Despite the intentions by the architect, the ground level had lack in connection with 

the houses themselves. The public space became an unsafe place. Although the 

Kashbah in Hengelo was not working, Piet Blom designed twenty years later a look-

a-like. In Amersfoort, there is a smaller version and with better connections between 

the public space and the private house. (figure 7.11) The way from the car towards the 

front door seems less abrupt, which implies that the sequence of space does matter. 

The ‘Kashbah and the ‘Gesloten stad’ are both high density projects, close with the 

neighbor, but the project in Amersfoort is proof that earlier failures can eventually be 

the start of success. In this case Piet Blom shows what he learned. 

BIG, The 8 house (2010)

When I think of terraces stacked together, I immediately think of Bjarke Ingels his 

VM-house in Copenhagen. I got to know the work of BIG through videos of their 

presentation methods. The presentation of the built-up of the project was unique 

in my eyes, and I think I will remember it for as long as I live. But it is actually not 

the VM-house, but the 8-house that triggered me to take Bjarke Ingels as a source 

of inspiration. Ingels talks about looking at existing situations and rethinking the 

system before he designs a building, quite the same as Neave Brown. The 8 house 

project consists of an apartment-block with a sloping walkway, which is ‘the street 

in the sky’ derived from the Smithsons. Ingels explains in a talk at the Royal Institute 

of British Architects that the Smithsons ‘streets in the sky’ lacked in connection 

with ground level and therefore failed. (Ingels, 2016). The 8-house is a rethinking of 

Smithsons ideas, the sloping walkway creates a better connection with surroundings 

figure 7.11 ‘Gesloten Stad’ Amersfoort
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figure 7.8 Justus van Effen Complex

figure 7.9 Elevation Kasbah figure 7.10 courtyard Kasbah

figure 7.11 ‘Gesloten Stad’ Amersfoort figure 7.12 ‘Gesloten Stad’ Amersfoort
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and continuity in life. However, the downside within this project is that the public 

struggles with finding the right address when visiting or delivering. For example, the 

pizza-boy in the documentary ‘The Infinite Happiness’ has a hard time finding the 

right address. The pizza-boy has to explore several staircases or porticos, which are 

dark and private, before the pizza arrives in a cold state at its destination. How strong 

the presentations of ideas by the Bjarke Ingels Group may be, I believe the sequence 

of spaces from the public towards the private can be designed in a better way.

After this collection of projects, which is the result of reading and looking at things 

through the eyes of the ‘rethinking chapter’, I came to the following statements/

conclusion.

Comparing ‘De Paperclip’ with Alexandra Road I learn that creating terraces might 

solve a lot of things, and the noise problem I have to take in account.

The Joke Smitplein by Jon Krístínsson has its green in plants against the facade, 

however not all year green though, but compared to Alexandra Road Estate it is also 

the friendly-atmosphere within this project that interests me, I think it is the green 

that creates this friendly-ness.

The projects of Piet Bloom show that the projects can ‘learn from each other’, meaning 

the ‘Gesloten stad’ in Amersfoort has already a better sequence of spaces than the 

Kashbah.How strong the presentations of ideas by BIG may be, I believe the sequence 

of spaces from the public towards the private can be designed in a better way.
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figure 7.13 sloping walkway 8-house

figure 7.14 view towards the courtyard of the 8-house
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As explained earlier, designing is recognizing elements that fit together. Through 

combining the ideas of Neave Brown and Bjarke Ingels, who have derived their 

ideas also from others, the design is constructed as displayed in this chapter. 

However, I should not forget my own additions in this design, through sun-

studies, mass-studies and sketches I came to the end-result. The organization of 

public space is already chosen(chapter public space), the design focusses on a 

system that can be reproduced. 

The house has a base, in order to reproduce the basis in one or more ways and not 

creating dark spaces, the one house is not just stacked on the other. The setback 

of the apartment is both front and back in order to create the walkway and the 

garden, which is the public in front and the private at the back.

The outdoor private space belongs to the house itself and does not have a 

overhang which casts shadows, but is open to the sky.

The public ongoing routes are ‘streets in the sky’, with a slope and each house has 

its own kind of frontage. 

The set-back of the houses can create an orientation towards the sun which is 

optimal and the windows receive less sunlight in this way, which is good in the 

hot summer-days.

THE DESIGN

Emotions
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GSEducationalVersion

Houses in terraces Garden open to the sky Front doors open onto
a continuous public route

Height difference for continuous route
and creating movement at ground level More privacy for front doors and terraces Solve the 'set-back' within the houses

semi-private

semi-public

public

private

Transition from public to private

living versus sleeping open versus closed

figure 8.1 system-concept of the new design
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In order to create a total environment, the masterplan also consists of workshops, 

storage, delivery-storage, a restaurant, a sports school, workshops and a ‘after-school-

care’. (figure 8.2) 

The scheme is organized in such a way that all houses can be reached from the main 

route. 

-> figure 8.3(a+b)

The system is built up in away that the houses are always reachable by wheelchair, is 

it by elevator, or rolling down. If it is an electric vehicle that is not too big, then he or 

she can just ride up the walkways.

-> figure 8.3(b+c)

The sun-orientation determines whether the block rises up or pulls down. In this way, 

the sun can reach the reach the inner courtyard from the east and the west. 

-> figure 8.3(d)

figure 8.4 spring casted shadows from 9-17
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GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

afterschool care

fitness center

restaurant

storage & deliveriesworkshops

figure 8.2 system in total environment, masterplan

figure 8.3 the organization
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THE PLAN
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The plan of this design firstly considers the the house or apartments themselves. 

Secondly, the plan considers the total of housing, workshops and community-spaces. 

The concepts are actually described in the chapters ‘The House’ and ‘Transition in 

space’. In this chapter, the drawings of the final product are exhibited. 

The form that I chose for the system, evolves in quite a number of different houses. 

In this chapter I show the basic plans on which the other ones are based. The other 

apartments can be found on the following ‘Type’ pages. 

From here on the illustrations, impressions and drawings are exhibited as the end-

result
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interior impression -> front to back -> public to private

interior impression -> back to front -> private to public
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exterior impression -> garage -> ongoing public space

exterior impression -> courtyard
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THE TYPE (A)

back elevationfront elevation
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TYPE B

back elevationfront elevation
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TYPE C

back elevationfront elevation back elevationfront elevation
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THE ELEVATION

The elevation of the new design has a clear rhythm in it, however, the apartments 

are not that easily to read, because of height-differences and depth-differences. 

The rhythm, structure and the ‘total environment’ of Alexandra Road Estate, are 

still visible here.
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DETAIL  

How to make

GSEducationalVersion

sliding door :

- 2400mm high

- anthracite aluminium

- insulated glass

h1a-d

balustrade :

-1000mm above floor

- light grey steel

prefabricated floor:

- toplayer of brick slips

- filter layer

- insulation

- concrete floor with slope

prefabricated wall:

- toplayer of brick slips

- filter layer

- insulation

- concrete floor

prefabricated wall

- 100mm concrete inner wall

- 120mm insulation

- 80mm polished concrete

v1a

v1b

v1c

v2a

v2b

The reality of the building to be, falls or stands with the detail. That is my own 

opinion, therefore I want to show how it can be made.  The section shown here is 

a part from ‘section A’ shown on page (x)

All details have the scale 1:10.
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H1A-D  

GSEducationalVersion

prefabricated sandwich wall

- 100mm concrete inner wall

- 120mm insulation

- 80mm polished concrete

rainwater drainage pipe

alignment frame

aluminum windowframe
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0
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0
0

1
0

0
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GSEducationalVersion

floor

- toplayer of concrete tiles

- space for rubber tile-carriers

- EPDM, waterproof layer

- insulation on slope

- prefab concrete floor

sliding door from aluminum with insulated glass

roof-edge covering as bottom plate

wooden slats finishing 54*21mm
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floor

- optional toplayer

- cement top layer
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- insulation membrane

- prefab concrete floor
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floor:

- toplayer of brick slips

- filter layer, hard insulation

- insulation

- concrete floor with slope

floor

- toplayer of concrete tiles

- EPDM, waterproof layer

- insulation on slope

- prefab concrete floor

Steel Balustrade ∅ 50mm

- 1000mm above start-plate

GSEducationalVersion
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- 100mm concrete inner wall

- 120mm insulation
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aluminum windowframe
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‘ISM’ 

What about a place in history?

‘ism’ for designing.

Explaining or learning idea’s in architecture is often reduced to a certain ‘ism’. Can 

your design be called or reduced to a certain believe, or group of ideas? Putting a 

design in a certain ‘box’ or ‘ism’ for people is often satisfying and then the concerning 

building can be put aside or it is just a memory of a design that belongs to a certain 

area. It becomes the structuring of memories in my own case. However, learning from 

Brutalism learned me that there is a lot more to an ‘ism’ than a group of buildings in a 

certain era or buildings with a certain expression. On the other hand it is more difficult, 

to memorize a lot of different buildings in a group as being a total environment, clear 

in structure and raw in material. 

I am not going into depth here about modernism, structuralism, post-modernism or 

brutalism, but I will try to explain my own believe of how I can design in the future and 

explain how my design ‘Alexandra Court’ can be seen within a system of classification.

A total environment connecting and upholding the idea of an image, structure and 

atmosphere instead of raw materials. The atmosphere is part of the structure and 

materials this combined makes the image. The Brutalist idea lacks in organization, if 

there was a clear scheme, it would be more comprehensible. However, if this scheme 

was the case, it would have been a constraint architecture in which there is almost 

no room for exploring or new ideas. Architects do not let them guide by certain 

‘isms’ but through the ideas and believes what is best for society. History learns that 

a certain era often can be reduced till an ‘ism’. However, this ‘ism’ can also become 

reality through gathering of important architects who discuss or think about a main 

idea behind designing buildings in the future (CIAM or Team 10). Meaning, coming to 

a believe of a few main ideas that guide there designs for a period of time.

Thinking of a new ‘ism’, it is not what I am looking for, but the learning from and seeing 

where and how architecture works or fails is an approach I would base my designs 

upon. In the case of Alexandra Court: The light and continuity in public space versus 

the private house, are derived from the non-appealing entrances from Alexandra 

Road Estate, and the working of the continuity of space. In order to compare it to 
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Brutalism again I try to reflect on the outcome and learn from Alexandra Court. 

 Image as memorability is not a goal itself, it is the result of the system creating 

one coherent image. I think it depends on the scale of the project if is part of the image 

of the project. Should the image of affect the emotions? Not sure how, who is the judge 

to that? Every building affects the emotions and I believe that architecture can influence 

emotions in a positive way. However, the aim of ‘The New Brutalism’ was to point out that 

it should not be the aim of the architecture, and therefore it can be positive or negative. 

I hope Alexandra Court can be appreciated, but I am only the creator of the building, not 

the creator of emotions. 

 Clear exhibition of structure is in Alexandra Court visible, but the expression of 

structure is only visible in the rhythm. Clear exhibition of the load-bearing structure is 

not exactly the case. The structure upholding a total environment is the aim in this case. 

 Materials ‘as found’ considers ‘raw materials’ and also the location ‘as found’. 

Does  Alexandra Court have raw materials? Polished concrete is not raw anymore, but I 

believe that it should be about durability in the image in order to maintain the original 

image and not let the management team decide how it looks. However, for a big part, 

how the building is managed defines the image of the project. Neave Brown already 

saw that in Alexandra Road Estate and a lot of other projects. However, Alexandra Road 

Estate has raw materials that need to be cleaned every three years. The location as found, 

meaning designing for the neighborhood sake, not the architects or developers sake. I 

believe Alexandra Court is a sufficient redevelopment of the area. Therefore, the ‘location 

‘as found’ is re-contextualized in a way it fits the neighborhood  better.

The key-features that are explained by The New Brutalism are the result of a project, not 

the intentions. That was the case with the ‘Alexandra Road Estate’, and still is the case 

with the new design ‘Alexandra Court’.
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CONCLUDING AND REFLECTING 

The main lessons of the act of designing are explained before the reflection 

on the design itself.

A lot of tools can be used in order to make a sufficient analysis, even the 

designing itself. This is done through rethinking and applying ideas from 

others.

Designing is recognition of systems, meaning searching for things that 

complement each other.

When stuck in designing; it is not about alternatives, it is about working 

towards a system of relationships within the project and towards the 

adjacent environment.

Do not be afraid to learn from others, dive in and the good and the bad 

things can be the benefit of the new design. 

The design itself is a result of the thought-out system, consisting of 

public space, apartments and the transition or movement between these 

elements.

I believe it is a sufficient study, of what is possible nowadays in housing. 

The study of a system of relationships between, the public walkway, the 

private house and the outdoor private space. 

In a lot of ways Alexandra Court is efficient: I tried to prove that with a sun-

study, studies of public space versus private space and flexibility in the 

houses themselves. However, building-material-wise, the project might 

cost a lot of money, although a lot can be prefabricated. For example, the 

‘zig-zag’ in the facade is not the most efficient one in materialization, but 

on the other hand it is created for privacy-reasons and casting shadows.

A question I ask myself in order to learn from my own design is: Would I 

have done anything differently if I start over?

If it is not about time-management, I have a difficult task answering. 

However, I would go deeper into the facts of how its all made, the 

balustrades for example, or the materiality of the facades and window 

frames. And with the analysis, I would start with drawings immediately 

instead of first reading and visiting the site. But that can also be reduced 
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to time-management.

The study for me is finished, but I would love to create a project like this 

in professional circumstances with other professionals involved. With the 

knowledge I have now, through learning from Neave Brown and Alexandra 

Road Estate, I believe to have sufficient tools for future designs in practice.
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Alexandra Road Estate - figure 0.1



INTRODUCTION
Alexandra Road Estate, 1968-1972 design, 1969-1978 under construction

by Neave Brown, 1929-2018
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INTRODUCTION

Choosing a Brutalist structure

To learn from (and gain insight in) a building, a designer will not only observe 

the building, but he will also learn by implementing ideas in new designs. In 

this writing I will elaborate on how and what I learned from the Alexandra Road 

Estate. First I will go into analyzing this project, thereafter the act of designing 

will be displayed in the second booklet. Through the analysis I arrived at the 

following question: “ How can Neave Browns housing-ideas be implemented in 

the contemporary London society?

The Alexandra Road Estate is considered to be a brutalist structure by many 

writers or architecture-critics. Brutalism can be described in many ways, which 

is displayed in the collective essay about ‘The New Brutalism’, written with three 

fellow students from the Masterly Apprentice Graduation Studio. In short, The 

New Brutalism is about raw materials, image as memorability and clear exhibition 

of structure. When confronted with Brutalism as a theme for the graduation-

studio, I immediately thought of rough structures which do not seem nice to live 

in. Because the definition brutalism itself has a very rough sound and I thought it 

related to a kind of brutality, I would not exactly look for as future resident.  

I explored several projects to check whether my assumptions were correct or not. 

At first I came across the Robin Hood Gardens(1972) by Peter and Alison Smithson, 

architects who were heavily involved in the Brutalism theme. These days the 

Robin Hood Gardens is mostly demolished, because of neglect and disruptive 

effects in society (Morrison, 2015). Another Brutalist housing scheme is Park Hill in 

Sheffield(1957), which was designed by Ivor Smith and Jack Lynn. Reyner Banham, 

an initiator of The New Brutalism and architectural historian, states in his book 

‘The New Brutalism’(1966) that Park Hill estate is a good example. However, in 

2014 the building is considered a ‘left to die’ estate. (Sillitoe, 2014). Looking at 

pictures from 2014, I found the building rather dismissive against humanity, with 

its grey and dark exterior. Until here, my assumptions of Brutalist structures being 

not nice to live in seem right to me. However, Park Hill had its renovation and is 

nowadays a modern example of renovation, but I searched further. 

After more research, I came across the Alexandra Road Estate, which is considered 
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to be a Brutalist housing scheme. Contrarily to my first assumptions, I see life 

instead of grey or darkness in this project. For example, Figure 0.1 illustrates a red 

paved walkway at the center, and plant bays throughout the whole project, that 

have all-year green plants in it. At first sight I would think Alexandra Road Estate is 

nice or interesting to walk through, and good to live in with all the terraces, which 

function as a kind of outdoor garden for each apartment. Although this beautiful 

project also suffered from neglect in the eighties, it still has its original architecture. 

Considering this project consists of 522 apartments, a school, community-center 

and spaces for workshops, it’s quite a megastructure and a heavy task to design 

according to Neave Brown. (Brown, 2014) 

Neave Brown is considered to be a socialistic architect and self-declared Modernist. 

He could not call himself a pure Brutalist, but would say he just designed housing. 

He looked at connections between buildings and humans in existing patterns in 

life. The basis of Neave Browns strategy was   transformation of the movement 

from public to private, in a way so density can increase, but existing patterns 

should remain in order to create familiar and healthy projects for future residents. 

For Neave the solution for the council housing design lies in ‘high-density, low rise’ 

building, which is one of the main items of this current analysis for the Alexandra 

Road Estate.

So analyzing is done by executing different activities, meeting the Masterly 

Apprentice Graduation Studio requirements, which are, learning from a building 

through recording, (re)making and designing. The first activity of analyzing a 

building, is observation of images and site visit. Continuing, literature research will 

be done by reading text and exploring drawings regarding the architect and the 

building. Redrawing the building and conceptualize the building in schemes is 

the third activity. Until this point it seems to me like a standard analysis procedure. 

However, in this graduation-studio everyone has to choose a picture in order to 

remake the chosen structure in a scale model. I was wondering how this might 

contribute to how we learn from a building. But, through this remaking of the 

picture, I might come closer to how the building is constructed and the materials 

of Alexandra Road Estate, while taking the time to focus. 
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WHAT TO LEARN FROM NEAVE BROWN ?

The architect of Alexandra Road Estate

A lot can be learned from Neave Brown. Before getting into this, I will briefly discuss 

his biography. Neave Brown was an architect who graduated from the Architecture 

Association(AA) in London, just after the war. He started working at Lyons Israel Ellis, where 

a lot of young architects started after the AA. After a few years he started his own practice. 

One of his first projects was a row of 5 family-homes at Winscombe street in London, 

subsidized by Camden Council. 

In the sixties, there still was a shortcoming of quality housing for the poor. People lived 

in slums and there was need for proper housing. At the time there was a new council 

founded, named Camden council, which consisted of three neighborhoods. At this newly 

formed council there was a council-architect for the new council housing projects. Cook, 

the head-architect of the council, hired Neave Brown. Neave Brown brought with him a 

new kind of architecture, which he wrote an essay about, right before designing Fleet 

Road in 1966, called ‘The new format of housing’. (Swenarton, 2017). 

When criticizing Neave Brown took on the ‘streets in the sky’, the subject advocated by 

The Smithson’s and Le Corbusier’s ‘rue interieure’. According to Brown, the streets in 

the sky were something that society was not familiar with. The street in the air is kind 

of disruptive when looking at the connection between the actual street where life takes 

place, and the apartments along the ‘streets in the sky’ that were usually overshadowed 

by the upper floor. The essay ‘The new format of the housing’ was intended as starting 

point for densifying the city without creating disruptive environments.This evolves into 

the rethinking of the system of the sequence of spaces from public to private. 

NEAVE BROWN

1929-2018
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Ville Radieuse - figure 1.2

Golden Lane ‘streets in the sky’ - figure 1.3
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In order to understand the rethinking this alinea is a side-track next to the biography.

Rethinking the system has a lot to do with looking at existing patterns in life today and 

trying to fit these patterns in a new structure. The dictionary explains rethinking as 

‘consider or assess again, especially in order to change it’(Oxforddictionaries, 2018). Neave 

Brown took the existing pattern of the transition or movement from public to private as an 

example for his own designs. The street, the front yard, the private house and the backyard 

of the Victorian houses were, and still are, a thing people in London and the United 

Kingdom are familiar with (Swenarton, 2017). For all of his housing-projects this pattern 

had consequences for the design-method. The pattern to rethink explained through a few 

questions:

How can you deal with public space? The space to go to a certain destination and can meet 

anyone. 

How can you deal with the way to your front door? The place where the residents can 

speak to each other, or run into each other.  

How can you deal with the private space itself? Not secluded, but connected with the 

street. 

How can you deal with the outdoor private space? Private, or buffer between private and 

public? And how do they relate to each-other? The most important one, the recognition of 

the elements meeting each-other creates an architecture. 

All connected with each other, I think it is logical to ask yourself these questions. But then 

‘the how’ is what makes the project. In short; pedestrian-friendly public area’s, front doors 

connected to the street and public level. Private spaces which have a certain continuity 

and living rooms with view on the street. And finally the private outdoor terrace connected 

with the living room and used as buffer between private and public. These things were 

not completely included in Neave’s first independent design though, however his first 

independent design was already a good start in the direction of future projects.

Neave started his own practice in 1961?. In 1962-3 he got a commission for five family-

homes in the north of London, at Winscombe street (figure 1.2 + 1.3). While talking to the 

clients, Neave discovered that  all clients wanted a different house than their neighbors, 

while having almost the same wishes. Therefore he presented a plan to each client, which 

was in fact five times the same plan, but sufficient in the individual eyes of each client. This 

The architect of Alexandra Road Estate
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 front of Winscombe street - figure 1.4

 backyard with ‘magical’ communal garden for kids - figure 1.5
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way, the first row of houses by Neave Brown himself was born. According to Neave himself, 

he was doing the same when he was with Lyon Israel Ellis, but more freely now. From here 

on the built-up of the Winscombe project is explained.  At the Winscombe street project, 

the bottom floor is connected to the garden, which was the extended magical space for 

the children who had their rooms at ground floor level. In Neave’s eyes, the garden had to 

be a semi-private space, which is a communal part of the garden connecting the row of 

houses. The middle floor is the heart of the house that should act as the active living space. 

The top floor functions as the place to be for late night guests and consists of the bed-

rooms for the ‘parents’. With Winscombe street, Neave Brown started a designing language 

that he could use for other housing projects.

The second project by Neave Brown is the already mentioned Fleet Road Estate, now called 

Dunboyne Road Estate (figure 1.4). Neave wrote an essay, on a new format of housing, in 

which he presents a solution to high-density living, against the high tower-blocks with no 

connection at ground-level which were and still are often a solution. The social housing 

project for families has all the ingredients; houses in terraces, front doors open onto a 

public route and balconies open to the sky.

Neave Brown had his continuity in commissions for new projects going. Alexandra Road 

Estate, his next and biggest project, was his last project in the United Kingdom. Because 

of high unforeseen building costs, nobody wanted to hire him again after that. Instead of 

megastructures, Neave designed a lot of art-exhibitions as both a hobby and work. Besides 

his work as an architect, Neave was involved in teaching and got work as a professor in 

the United States and Germany. In the nineties, Neave got his first commission abroad, 

which was a project of 500 apartments and a hotel at the Zwolsestraat in Scheveningen. 

The design was made together with David Porter. When it was built, the alderman of The 

Hague decided that the connection with the public space had to be done in another 

way. Therefore, the architects relinquished the project (Porter, 2018). Afterwards, Brown 

got contacted by an Italian architect named Armando Malvestiti, who was interested 

in Browns scheme for Alexandra Road. Eventually the contact led to a commission for 

a cluster of apartments in L-shapes, in Bergamo, Italy. After the Italian project, the last 

project by Neave Brown is the Medina in Eindhoven. Brown got this project through a 

younger architect as well, named Jo Coenen, who showed interest in his work. Jo Coenen 

The architect of Alexandra Road Estate
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Dunboyne Road Estate - figure 1.6

Zwolsestraat Scheveningen - figure 1.7
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contacted Brown and they talked, walking through the Alexandra Road Estate and park. 

After that, Brown took part in a Jury in Amsterdam led by Coenen. Eventually this contact 

led to a project for a master-plan, called Smalle Haven, in Eindhoven. Neave Brown would 

have to design ‘a new medina’ according to Jo Coenen. The Medina building is a gathering 

of all Neave’s designs in one final project. The terraces, the gardens, the continuity, and the 

(work)shops connecting the street with the Medina-complex. 

After the completion of the Medina, Neave decided to go after his dream to be an artist. He 

enrolled at art-school and painted and designed exhibitions till his death in January 2018.  

Just before the end of 2017, Neave got awarded for all of his work with a Gold Medal from 

the Royal Institute of British Architects. At the meeting in November he stated: “All my 

work! I got it just by flying blind, I seem to have been flying all my life”.  (Neave Brown, 2017)

When looking at the distinguished work of Neave Brown, I wouldn’t say that it is just flying 

blind. According to Franklin (2014)  he actually meant; all the work, he did it only for the 

future of the concerning project. Not his own future (Franklin, 2014). The projects that 

were constructed by Neave Brown, emerged from a good observation of the existing 

patterns and movements. Today, London still struggles with the life in high-rise buildings. 

Neave Brown would say, high rise is only for the rich. 

The reason why Neave Browns designing came to an end in the U.K. becomes more clear 

when considering what he said during his speech for the RIBA-award. Neave pointed out 

that socialist architecture nowadays, can only be reached with a new national institution 

that focuses on funding diversity and strong communities. In the late seventies the new 

liberal government left the idea of creating social housing and strong communities which 

was strong at the time, according to Brown. (Muirhead, 2018)  This is a reason some socialist 

structures got neglected, and negative images were distributed through media. Brown’s 

designs were rooted with a socialist agenda, and socialist architecture had had its best 

time after World War Two until the late seventies in the United Kingdom.

Until now I am writing about Neave Brown and his ideas. But Neave got his ideas also from 

The architect of Alexandra Road Estate
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Medina Eindhoven from Vestdijk - figure 1.9

Medina Eindhoven from birdview - figure 1.8
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what he learned from others. When criticizing the work of Le Corbusier and The Smithsons, 

Neave saw the critical points of their designs. Neave did not criticize it in a way the work of 

Le Corbusier and The Smithson’s is worth nothing, because he really knew those architects. 

Neave got to know Corbusier personally through his time at theAA, and the ideas of the 

Smithson’s were discussed at his time at Lyon Israel Ellis. 

Even before Neave designed Fleet Road or wrote the essay, he wrote a critical review about 

Siedlung Halen (figure 1.10 and 1.11) near Bern, by Atelier 5(Brown, 1963). When looking 

at projects by Brown, there are similarities with Siedlung Halen in the additional green 

and built up of the scheme. For Siedlung Halen, Atelier 5 implemented unrealized ideas of 

Le Corbusier into practice. The low rise scheme with gardens in-between provides a total 

environment, rather than the secluded towers from Ville Radieuse. Neave thinks it’s almost 

a copy of Corbusier, but sees the low-rise scheme as an opportunity for future projects. So 

by critical analysis of influential projects, what is bad or good about them, Neave got the 

ideas to create the kind of architecture that should work.

The architect of Alexandra Road Estate
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Siedlung Halen, Bern, Switzerland - figure 1.10

Section of Siedlung Halen, Bern, Switzerland - figure 1.11
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Alexandra Road Estate
Neave Brown
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OBSERVING

Observing atmospheres
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When learning from a building, there are three different moments to do so, according to 

Matteo and Kapilan. Learning in a physical way is one of them, the ‘moment of intimacy’. 

(Appendix B)  In this writing the recording or observing is described, in which the 

atmosphere and experience is explained. Through observing, the atmosphere is perceived 

in such a way that this will give a subjective idea about Alexandra Road Estate. However, 

knowledge is the aim. How can observing become knowledge? By describing how it is 

perceived, called the recording.

The observing is not just about the building, but also about the total impression that 

influences the recording. Therefore, the day of observing starts when arriving at the center 

of London.

London is full of businessman who are walking fast and get an expensive cup of coffee 

before they enter their office. I arrived in London by train which was full of people in suits 

commuting to work. The first thing I visited was the Barbican estate, lifted from the street. 

At ground level the taxis and cars were hurrying their way trough traffic. The Barbican Estate 

- considered an iconic in brutalist housing (Hatherley, 2009) - was full of empty walkways 

which were clean on this cloudy day. This Barbican Estate is a network of walkways in ‘the 

air’, which was the ideal in order to separate the pedestrians from the motorized traffic. 

However, in reality, all people in transit from home to work are actually walking on the 

sidewalks downstairs and the walkways are only used as walkways for the tenants and 

joggers who have a free morning. Afterwards I immediately went to the Alexandra Road 

Estate, which is described below.

The approach

The approach of the site was from the east, in particular from the West Hampstead railway 

station of the Euston Railway. The surroundings are quite characteristic for London, 

victorian villa’s and some newly built apartment blocks. When approaching the site of 

Alexandra Road Estate, it is visible when one has a peek over the wall of the bridge above 

the railroad. From that view, Alexandra Road Estate looks like the concrete facade of a 

football-stadium. The entrance of the estate by foot is through a small street from the east. 

Along this street are some shops, a restaurant and workshops. To go further, one can enter 

a small pathway along a small look-alike of the Alexandra Road Estate. The small pathway 
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Observing atmospheres

along a concrete wall as property-boundary gives a very narrow entrance-experience.

Entering

After the first threshold, the narrow pathway, the entering of the Alexandra Road Estate 

takes place by simply stepping on the ‘walkway in the air’. However this high-walk is not a 

regular one when compared to the Barbican Estate. The awareness of being on the high-

walk is there when looking down on the parking-entrance beneath (figure 2.4.). Looking 

at the houses visible in figure 2.4, the square functions as a buffer as well. I experienced a 

sequence in the public space towards the house, which seems to have a function in the 

whole of Alexandra Road Estate. The parking however is the most distinct part of Alexandra 

Road, the threshold to the parking consists out of small stairs, a sloping walkway or an 

elevator. 

Low Rise, High Density

The scale of the Alexandra Road Estate is low-rise high-density, but is this really the case? 

Linking the subject to atmosphere, it might have to do something with the contradictory 

definition. The Alexandra Road Development feels quite friendly in scale when it comes to 

high-density housing. There is no tower-block, only rows of dwellings orientated towards 

the south or either the north and south.

When walking further there is this lift or elevator that perforates block A, the lift goes to 

the fifth floor, where a pathway from east to west ends at the platform in the west facade. 

(figure 2.3, west facade in figure 7.1) This 350 meter long pathway, illustrates the size of a 

big project. When looking down from this pathway the colored paved pathway is the eye-

catcher. Then the blocks of duplex-houses appear. And behind the blocks, the trees from 

the park are visible. 

Continuity

The complex is built up with continuity of the public space, there is no clear beginning or 

end of the spaces. One can take part of the structure when walking through the project. 

However the movement of pedestrians or cyclists is mainly oriented from the west to the 

east and vice versa. The north-south movement takes form when the residents visit the 



figure 2.1 The Barbican Estate 

figure 2.2 threshold towards A.R.E. from the west

figure 2.4 square in the air looking north

figure 2.6  Alexandra Road Estate looking north

figure 2.3 walkway on A.R.E. looking west 

figure 2.5 Rowley way looking east 
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community-center or the park. When it comes to the ‘main street’, pedestrians do not just 

have to walk by a flat. Because the ‘eyes’ of the apartments are focused on the street it asks 

for interaction, or at least provides the possibility of interaction between residents.  

Atmosphere or expression

Besides the red paved pathway, the attention of the design is drawn to the terraces and 

stairs connecting the homes with the pedestrian area. In totality the Alexandra Road 

Estate is built out of cast in place concrete, which makes it feel as a robust complex, not 

necessarily preposterous. But why is this? One might say that weather-conditions really 

influences the atmosphere in a positive or negative way. It might have to do with the scale. 

Alexandra Road Estate expresses a system in a way it is a total complex, repetition is 

immediately catching the eye, without being disruptive. Nevertheless, the scale of the 

concrete structure is big. In my opinion, this morning in early December, the darkness 

is also getting you when walking through. Meaning the roughness and greyness of the 

concrete affects the emotions. However, the all-year-green seems to be the catalysis of 

the area. And if it was not for the terraces, the project would not be friendly at all. In my 

opinion architecture and the designed nature blend well together here.

Observing atmospheres



figure 2.7 Alexandra Road Estate looking sout-east

figure 2.8 A.R.E. view from the park to the north

figure 2.10 view on drop-off place for the schoolbus

figure 2.12 birdview towards the north figure 2.13 birdview towards the south

figure 2.9 Alexandra Road Estate Block B by sunset

figure 2.11 acceslane Alexandra Road Parking
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CONTEXTUALITY

historical and understanding the site

Through physical observing, the context of the project becomes clear. 

Added with a historical context, I believe the project comes to a better 

understanding. 

To begin with, Camden, a borough in the north-west of London, has a few 

main roads and railroads crossing the area. The terrain has a light relief. 

Alexandra Road is situated along the railroad bending from west to east 

to the center of London. Throughout the centuries, this part of London 

consisted of villages and agricultural land. In the early eighteen-sixties 

the boundaries of London were pushed in the direction of Alexandra 

Road. Around eighteen-ninety Victorian villa’s arose at the newly created 

Alexandra Road(figure 3.2). People had their front and backyard, the 

front was were the action took place, the backyard was considered a 

private space. The street was mainly used by horse-powered traffic and 

pedestrians. 

Throughout the first part of the twentieth century, the area had become 

denser, and more people lived in one household. Immediately after World 

War 2 there was need for new housing in which people got a sufficient 

house for their needs, like parking-space. In the sixties Camden was 

formed as a new council, as written earlier. In order to get people out of 

the slums, Alexandra Road was pointed out as one of the repurposing 

areas in order to densify the city. 

Built Environment

In short, the built environment of the area contains original victorian 

houses, apartment blocks from the 1950’s and 60’s, a few terraced houses 

that were built in the 1970’s. Add Alexandra Road Estate and newly built 

apartment blocks from the last 10-15 years to that and that is the character 

of the existing built environment. Besides the Alexandra Road Estate 

housing complex, there are a few shops in the direct surroundings. These 

shops are the only ones on the east-side of Alexandra Road Estate that are 
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figure 3.1 map Alexandra Road in 1862

figure 3.3 map Alexandra Road in 1953

figure 3.2 photograph of Alexandra Road in 1890
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surrounding built environment

figure 3.10 streetview Camden 2017

figure 3.9 birdview Camden 2017
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figure 3.5 streetview Camden 2015 stationfigure 3.4 streetview Camden 1890 station

figure 3.6 streetview Camden 2015 station figure 3.7 streetview Camden 2017

figure 3.8 streetview Camden 2017 towards Alexandra Road from the east
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close-by. For daily grocery-shopping, residents have to walk about half a 

mile in order to reach the main shopping area in the north-west.

Infrastructure

As a result of the history, the infrastructure of the situation nowadays is 

described as follows:

The area of Alexandra Road lies between two main access-roads to the 

center of London and the north is bounded by the railroad, the south is 

closed of by a minor access road for residents of the area. 

Railway

The station is situated at 200 meters east from the Alexandra Road Estate, 

the bus-stops are at the west-boundary of the estate. 

Cycling pathways

Throughout the city there are a few cycling-highways, in 2019 there will be 

one cycling-highway added along the east-side of Alexandra Road, from 

the north-west towards the center of London (Mayor of London, 2017). 

The situation nowadays consists of cycling pathways on the side of the 

road, these pathways run often into the parked cars along the road. 

Pedestrian walkways

The area consists mainly of traditional structure of roads for motorized 

traffic and sidewalks for the pedestrians, with here and there a pedestrian-

crossing. However Alexandra Road Estate consists of two levels, one for 

the cars, the other for pedestrians and other slow traffic. 

Demographics

The Camden area has a very diverse population, multi-cultural scene. The 

scene consists of minority-groups as Bengalis and black English, however 

the biggest group is white, from the United Kingdom or Europe. The area 

consists of one-family housing and a lot of one-floor-apartments, including 

Alexandra Road Estate. Meaning families and al kinds of households blend 

together. But the percentage of child-friendly area versus the area only 

focussed on housing is immediately clear when looking at Alexandra Road 

Estate and the surrounding built environment (figure).
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figure 3.11 axonometric impression of alexandra road with park

figure 3.12 birdview impression of alexandra road with park
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Camden has compared to London fewer kids living in the area, 16% in 

Camden against 19% in  London. But throughout Camden, the populations 

consists of 32% more young people from 15-35 than the rest of London. 

(Camden Government, 2013)

Looking at the total image of the neighborhood, Camden is a very diverse 

area; differences in the built environment, individual houses or big apartment 

blocks, differences in population, differences in housing-quality. Despite the 

differences, it is clear, that this part of Camden mainly consists of housing.

figure 3.16  public versus private green
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figure 3.13 top view of building masses around 1860 

figure 3.14 top view of building masses around 1953 

figure 3.15 top view of building masses 2017 
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REDRAWING 

the working of the apartments

After the ‘moment of intimacy’, Matteo Basso and Kapilan Chapresan 

propose the ‘moment of detachment’. Within this moment of detachment 

I will try to conceptualize or abstract the idea of Alexandra Road Estate 

through drawings. Through redrawing of the project the analysis becomes 

more thorough in how the project works.

In order to create a basis for the making-part of the analysis I focus on the 

main block of 6 stories of Alexandra Road.

With redrawing I started with the picture for the chapter of remaking, 

in order to check if I got the elements right, and the perspective. The 

vanishing point of the original picture was not exactly at the center. In 

order to recreate the exact picture in the scale-model again I had to know 

what to photograph exactly. In the 3D figure of the drawing the, cut-lines 

are visible.

In drawing there are a lot of possibilities, however I love to have some 

hand-drawing skills, I do not get the precise results as with digital ones. 

Therefore only digital drawings of myself are found in this booklet.
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figure 4.1 photograph of Alexandra Road Estate 1979

figure 4.2 3D-drawing of perspective of photograph
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Through analyzing certain issues as thresholds, routing, structure and how 

the project actually works, the drawings shown on the next pages were 

constructed.

Also in plans there had to be continuity, Neave Brown designed the houses 

in such a way that there is a lot of flexibility with sliding doors and walking 

around the kitchen and always two ways to enter a room. The fact that the 

back of the apartment does not receive daylight, the doors can be let open 

and light reaches the back from the front. 

The down-side to that is that the maisonette with the bedrooms beneath 

the living-area do not have good daylight, the bedrooms are rather dark. 

But why should there be light? Only used when sleeping right? Flexibility 

however is of higher need within the smaller homes, therefore the 

duplexes which are bigger than the flats are okay like that. 

Threshold

After entering the estate, each house has the threshold of the staircase, 

when living up high, the elevator. The houses at the 1st till 3 floor can not 

be reached by elevator or wheelchair unfortunately. The threshold to the 

private consists of a blind door in between walls and the upper floor. 

Entering

The house itself consists of entrance with connection to the daylight, either 

stairs or hallway towards the living-room. It acts as a kind of compensation 

for the darker front door. 

Routing

The houses, specially the one-floor flats are designed with continuity. All 

spaces of the flats are reachable from two directions, through walking in 

circles, every room is touched, divided by doors or sliding doors. After the 

entrance it starts with bending to the living room, the living room and the 

bedroom are divided through a sliding wall. After the bedroom you can 

enter the bathroom, and then the kitchen, and afterwards you end up in 

the hallway again. So the living-room and the kitchen are separated with 

a hallway at the center.
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Axonometric drawing of apartmentblock A , 4th floor 

Axonometric drawing of apartmentblock A , 6th floor 
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Atmosphere

Atmosphere is not exactly experienced through my drawing, but 

experiencing the space is. However, drawing got me thinking about 

the actual living in the apartments. Because of the floor to ceiling high 

windows, the light reaches the back of the house very well.  

Through drawing I got to know the dimensions and the tools to create 

the scale-model which is described in the ‘Remaking’ chapter. Through 

conceptualizing by thought and drawing I learned how the main block of 

Alexandra Road Estate and the context is built up.

figure 4.9

figure 4.10 figure 4.11
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level 1 -4

level 6

level 5
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GSEducationalVersion

semi-private

semi-public

public

private

Houses in terraces Garden open to the sky Front doors open onto
a continuous public route

Transition from public to private

Smaller frontage in order to reach the
dwelling by stairs or walkway

Reproducing and mirroring in order
to get an apartment block
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GSEducationalVersion

semi-private

semi-public

public

private

Houses in terraces Garden open to the sky Front doors open onto
a continuous public route

Transition from public to private

Smaller frontage in order to reach the
dwelling by stairs or walkway

Reproducing and mirroring in order
to get an apartment block

figure 4.2 3D-drawing of perspective of photograph
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Structure can be a lot of things, materiality, construction, pattern or the 

load-bearing structure. All will be displayed in this chapter.  

The structures or texture of the materials used in Alexandra Road Estate 

are different from each-other. The writing here is a summary of what to 

find with the eye on site and the maintenance guide(Camden, 2006).  The 

raw concrete is an unfinished rough material which has to be cleaned 

every two or three years. The walls, floors, terrace-borders and plant-bays 

are all constructed in concrete. The orange-red-pink pavement looks like a 

soft bed, however it consists out of hard but smooth surface. The window 

frames are made from timber and are painted dark-brown. Balustrades 

are constructed from steel and painted blue, which have to be repainted 

every 10 years. 

The interior consist out of wooden sliding doors and all walls and ceilings 

are painted white. The floor is actually done by the residents themselves. 

The kitchens originally have brown tiles as finishing of the cabinet-surface.  

All images on the right are from the book Cooks Camden by Mark 

Swenarton (2017).

STRUCTURE

Materiality and built up
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GSEducationalVersion

The Concrete columns hold up the set-back of the 6 layers, the floors are 

actually double slabs in which the ventilation and noise-cancellation 

from house to house is designed. The ‘sidings’ of the terraces are much 

thicker on the edges for the expression, however it was not really needed 

for structural reasons. But in order to communicate a message of clear 

expression of the structure it was thought to be necessary by Neave 

Brown. The dwelling-dividing walls are actually that thick as expressed in 

the exterior. 

The structure consists of cast-in-place concrete. At the time the process of 

pre-fabrication took over building-construction, but Neave Brown insisted 

with his design of Alexandra Road Estate on cast-in-place concrete. It 

could not be done otherwise because was a difficult project and in order 

to create the curve along the railway it was necessary to construct the hull 

on site. 
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The aim of the remaking is the reproduction of a picture. Not just any picture, but through 

remaking the picture in a scale model. And that picture should express a key-feature of 

the design. The creation of the scale model is done through arranging the elements in 

such a way that in material and perspective it looks close to reality. But in a manageable 

scale, in my case this is  scale one to thirty. The learning took place in the following order: 

1. Retrieving dimensions from photographs, through counting the bricks or tiles  

 in order to get the right dimensions due to lack of good drawings. 

2. Checking the perspective, through the redrawing and taking photographs. 

3. Adding up the elements, connecting handmade pieces; 

4. Finishing of the elements; 

5. Checking the light through photographs; 

6. Making the final picture.

I chose this picture(figure 6.1) because the story of the building is actually readable 

in this photograph. The main subjects are; continuity, the buffer between private and 

public, the terraces and the ‘eyes on the street’.

It took a long time to finish the product, although the end result is a very rough product, 

the photograph is getting close to the original picture. Taking the time in order to get an 

element right, makes me wonder why it is like this, or that. Through drawing the rough 

lines, one can easily miss something. As example; I wondered how it was possible that 

Neave Brown wanted a steel railing instead of concrete barriers at the exterior staircases 

(figure 6.2). Eventually I found out that this had to do with the continuity in rhythm of the 

facade, mainly the recognition of the rhythm by residents or visitors. 

Checking the perspective was necessary because the original photo was cropped. It was 

a lesson about composition, and how to present your drawings or photographs in order 

to get a good result. The vanishing point of the original photograph is not at the center 

of the picture, that means the picture is a picture, of a picture, of a building. 

Adding up the elements, composing the structure, meant finding the right dimensions 

in the picture, because drawings were not sufficient enough I had to cut polystyrene and 

find the right proportions. After finding the right dimensions it was just about finding 

the right materials to construct the scale model with.

REMAKING

Narrative in a picture
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Finishing of the elements has to do with the materialization; white concrete, steel 

balustrades, wooden windows and glass. These are main materials that had to be 

produced. However in the black and white picture you only might read the material by 

its structure, not the color. So I only had to find the right structure. For the concrete I 

used MDF in different thicknesses and plaster, for the steel I used thin steel wires which 

I had to straighten, the windows consist out of thin sheets of covers(glass) and painted 

cardboard. 

The last task to finish the ‘remaking’, was taking the right picture. I was experimenting 

with some lights in order to get the right shadows. It took quite a while and I took around 

a hundred photographs before I took the one that I am satisfied with. Throughout the 

process I think it is quite a nice opportunity to do such a thing -remaking a picture 

through a scale model- for the analysis. However, I am wondering how it is in professional 

practice. The remaking takes quite a while and therefore it is often not chosen as analysis 

method I believe. Nevertheless I think I am fortunate to have completed this task.

figure 6.3figure 6.2
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figure 6.4
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Alexandra Road Estate is, by many, considered Brutalism, but how is this 

measurable then? Or is it just ‘brut’? 

In the Essay ‘How to learn from The New Brutalism’ we, my fellow students and I, 

describe the activity of defining, and what we can learn from The New Brutalism. 

One might ask, Is there such a thing as the old Brutalism then? The New Brutalism 

transformed to only brutalism, brutalism is not something different, although 

often a lot of the intentions of The New Brutalism is left out when general people 

talk about Brutalism. However, I am not going into depth on Brutalism in this 

chapter, the essay can be found in Appendix A. In this chapter, the key-features 

of The New Brutalism are explained, described by Reyner Banham and Peter and 

Alison Smithson. The key-features are; Image as memorability, Clear exhibition of 

structure and Materials as found.(Banham, 1953) (Smithson, 1964) In the following 

chapters, the key-features are set out against The Alexandra Road Estate.

Often Brutalist structures are stylistically discussed, without even knowing the 

actual ideas behind Brutalism or the building. You can like Brutalism or not, but I 

believe that every brutalist project has its own ideas, often in an era where starting 

points of different designs meet each other. Therefore buildings can look like each 

other.

Image as memorability means that the image of the building should be 

recognizable, however Banham writes down more than recognizability. Image 

as memorability is also about affecting emotions, positive or negative does not 

matter. Topology is another term Banham writes about, a system of relationships 

without a predetermined form.

Clear exhibition of structure means that the (load-bearing) structure should be 

visible in the facades. The structure upholds the total environment, the form 

however is again not determined.

Materials ‘as found’ in short means raw materials, however the Smithsons also talk 

about the location ‘as found’, meaning that one should take the location as it is, 

not changing everything.

In the end, The New Brutalism comes very close to the Alexandra Road Estate, 

however, Neave Brown would never call himself a Brutalist.

BRUTALISM ?

Meeting key-features
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figure 7.1 photograph of a part of the west-facade
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‘Affecting Emotions’ positive or negative, it just affects emotions. It certainly 

does, Alexandra Road Estate features in different films and series, and has a 

certain image of neglect and roughness. However, the series and films that were 

recorded at the Estate are often exaggerated (The Kingsman, 2014). So people 

who do not live there or in the direct neighborhood only know the complex as 

a place of neglect. Well, it was maybe in the nineties, but Camden Council got 

more involved over the years in order to remake the ‘bad image’ a ‘good image’.  

This is not what The New Brutalist had in mind, nevertheless neglect is also the 

idea of affecting emotions. When reading the essay The New Brutalism by Reyner 

Banham, one might find that there is a thing as made for the people, therefore 

not for the rich and as satisfaction to the eye of the developers. 

Banham wrote also about topology within the ‘Image as memorability’ chapter. 

Topology is the system of relationships. The system between people or spaces 

within a total environment, that can change in form, but the relationships remain 

in contact. With the idea of the system, the connections or functionality becomes 

important, and with the affecting emotions it becomes a image as a memorability.

Looking at the ideas behind Image as a memorability I think that Alexandra Road 

Estate comes close to this idea of a system that creates possibilities in many ways.

IMAGE OF A MEMORABILITY

Emotions
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figure 8.1 photograph alexandra road estates ‘image
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MATERIALS AS FOUND

Rawness

Raw materials, or implementing materials as found into the project. The 

warehouse aesthetic is important to create truth in architecture for humanity. 

Putting elements together in a simple and straightforward way. Alexandra Road 

has certainly raw materials, but a lot of them have another finishing. How far do 

I have to go in judging the value of ‘materials as found’? Looking at the main 

material, concrete, it is very raw. But is it the idea to have it cleaned every two 

or three years the good idea of raw materials? What about durability? I feel very 

critical about this part of Brutalism. However, the Smithsons put the ‘as found’ 

also as the ‘place as found’, meaning really looking at society and creating a new 

structure for the society as found. For example, after World War Two, when a lot of 

people had to find new sufficient housing. New housing should not only be dense, 

but also healthy. 

Alexandra Road Estate is exactly the last part of the ‘as found’. Creating sufficient 

but healthy housing schemes. 
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figure 9.1 photograph alexandra road estate back side
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CLEAR EXHIBITION OF STRUCTURE

Truthness

The structure dictates architecture, not the filling of a facade. It advocates 

cleanliness and a certain truth in architecture of columns and beams, or structure 

versus space. 

The structure facilitates the system of relationships in this case. Looking at 

Alexandra Road Estate, the system of relationships or topology is facilitated 

through a concrete structure which at first sight might be difficult to read, however 

a structure or repetition is certainly visible. So a structure as intended is something 

readable in the facade, however this easily comes to the repetition and something 

mono-tone as a lot of mega structures as Park Hill or Robin Hood Gardens have. 

Alexandra Road Estate is also a structure with repetition but a low one, which 

makes it atmospherical an easier structure to handle, which means that people 

can wander through it, but not get lost and find dark un-attractive spaces. In the 

end you are controlled by the feeling of eyes on the street. One remark about the 

Alexandra Road Structure, already written in the structure-chapter: The truth in 

structure is certainly there, however stylistically the architect found it necessary to 

design thicker terrace-siding-edges than necessary for structural reasons.
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figure 10.1 photograph alexandra road estate bird-view
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The lesson is learned through all the content of this booklet of course. But first I have 

to say, the rethinking of the idea when designing my own building will become 

even more important when learning from Neave Brown. According to the essay 

‘A Methodology’ (Annex B), the moment of reconnection is the application and 

designing which means the finishing of the learning-process of the building.

The learning through making and drawing took the longest, and in order to show 

how the building works I think this will always the better way to learn from it. But if I 

did not visit the building myself, I could not have made this analysis. The atmosphere 

from photograph’s is just a moment.  When wandering around, observing behavior, 

recording the atmosphere when looking at it, smell the atmosphere and feeling the 

raw structure, the Alexandra Road Estate becomes tangible. This mainly has to do 

with the fact that understanding an analysis and making one is something different. 

I have learned this through the process of presenting the work, in order to design or 

analyze, others have to understand at least something of what you are doing. This is 

maybe the other lesson, think about how you are going to present it, at first I certainly 

had some difficulties presenting the ‘Learning from a building’. Not just say what it is, 

but how the building can be perceived is even more important. 

How I learned is also determined by what I learned, the following list are the things 

that I take in mind for the design-part of the graduation-project:

1. The ‘high-density low rise’ is the main source for Alexandra Road. ’High density, low 

rise’ cares for the connection between the apartments and the street. The families 

cannot be put in high apartments without connection with the street.

2. The subject ’eyes on the street’ is important for the social coherence or control, 

people can see what goes on, outdoors on the street.

3. ’A piece of a city’ has to do with multi-functionalities, such as a school, park, shops, a 

community center and of course the residences. This links to the next subject. 

4. The ’total environment’ concerns the connection with the adjacent buildings or 

artifacts, not neglecting existing patterns, and creating a new building within the 

total environment.

A LESSON LEARNED
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5. ’Terraces’ are all what you see at the Alexandra Road Estate, it is in order to create an 

high-density-low-rise environment. However, the blocks are six stories high, it does 

not feel that high as with straight six-story blocks in the surroundings. 

6. The ‘gardens open to the sky’ is a feature that comes forth out of the terrace-forming 

and vice-versa. The gardens are also the private-buffer in the eyes on the street. 

7. ’Flexibility’ in the interior of the dwellings is praised by the residents, the sliding 

doors and the continuity of routing within the houses is quite nice and relates to the 

continuous flow of the public or semi-public space. 

With these items in mind I took on the task of designing a new building, which is 

explained in the design-booklet. The booklet about the design is a follow-up on the 

research in this ‘research-booklet’. Through applying research or rethinking research, 

which is summarized in the act designing, a new design will be illustrated. 
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APPENDIX A: THE NEW BRUTALISM 

How do we learn from Brutalism?

An essay by Nick van de Werdt, Daan Mooren, Thowal Humady & Henk Luijk

One of the subjects in architectural literature that is often misunderstood, is ‘Brutalism’. 

“Its very name is misleading, causing many to condemn its concrete creations for 

their apparent “brutality”.[Hopkins, O.] 

Understanding Brutalism begins with the use of the correct jargon. The word 

Brutalism is an inclusive terminology that includes ‘ The New Brutalism’. The difference 

between these terminologies will be explained in the following paragraphs. Perhaps 

the most influential figures that shaped the definition of ‘The New Brutalism’ are the 

architecture historian Reyner Banham and the architects Peter and Alison Smithsons. 

The findings in the theory, written by these figures, form the backbone of this essay. 

The aim of this essay is to establish a better understanding of ‘The New Brutalism’ 

movement and also how to learn from the brutalist principles to apply in designing 

buildings in current time. 

Emerging through dissatisfaction in the fabric of the societies after the second 

world war and also with existing forms of Modernism introduced in the Congrès 

Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne, CIAM, a new movement was emerging. The 

aim of the movement was to create “modular spaces manifested a social desire for 

a standardized society– cultural cohesion, shared values, and a fair quality of life for 

all.”[May, K.] 

The etymology of this new movement lies in the French béton-brut, literally “raw 

concrete” used by Le Corbusier to describe the Unité d’Habitation concrete structure. 

[Hopkins, O.] The originator of the word ‘New Brutalism’ was Hans Asplund from 

Sweden [Banham, R.]. In 1950, he used the swedish word ‘Neo Brutalists’ to describe 

the design of villa Göth. This word has been adopted in England and translated to 

New Brutalism by the Smithson’s. 

In the essay ‘The New Brutalism’ from 1955, Reyner Banham describes the fundamental 

qualities of Brutalism in; ‘image as a memorability, clear exhibition of structure and 

valuation of materials ‘as found’. These fundamental qualities were firstly introduced 

by the Smithsons, for there unbuilt House in Soho and the Hunstanton school, built 
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in 1954.

In 1966, Reyner Banham introduced a new book about the New Brutalism, subtitled, 

Ethic or Aesthetic. According to Banham, the Brutalist phrase is a reaction to the 

dissatisfaction in the fabric of the societies. ‘The New Brutalism’ is in the Brutalist phrase 

“an ethic, not an aesthetic”. The New Brutalism is about the system of relationships 

and should function as a tool for upholding the total environment where different 

functions and groups of people come together.  

To understand the Brutalist movement, it is not only essential to define the origins of 

the movement and the social changes that triggered it’s genesis, but also essential to 

analyze and look critically at the movement.

Memorability as an Image 

Reyner Banham used the term ‘Memorability as an image’, in his essay, The New 

Brutalism, as the first of the three key characteristics that defines The New Brutalism 

movement. He introduced this term because he was thinking that there was a 

decayed condition in English architectural standards. Most of the buildings are 

derived from the Vitruvian tradition of the relationship between structure, function 

and form. These principles are often well applied in buildings, but the memorability 

of this form is not present.

 

‘Memorability as an image’ means that the building is a coherent and understandable 

visual entity. The buildings are composed with an extreme logic and consistency 

in the use of uncompromisingly frank materials and a bold exhibited structure. For 

example the Hunstanton project, which is designed by the Smithsons’. This school 

exhibit the basic steel structure in an honest way and the materials are shown like a 

catalogue. Different building elements join together without intense study, resulting 

in an under-designing of the detail.
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The road to achieve this ‘image’ in architecture is very short and direct and therefore 

can be seen as a kind of ruthless logic or stubbornness of the architect. It generates 

architecture that is not meant to be a kind of beauty that will please the person 

that is looking at it. It is explained by Banham as: ‘’that which seen, affects the 

emotions’’(Banham, R. 1955). It does not matter if this is positive or negative.

 

Banham has tried to provide a solution for the new conditions of British postwar 

society. Problems such as: complex programs, the increasingly important role of 

technical installations, the role of social relationships and growth of traffic. To do 

this he introduced the term ‘topology’. For Banham topology is an expression of the 

circulation systems and connectivity.

 

Topology is formed by the two Greek words topos (τόπος), witch means “place,” en 

logos (λόγος), meaning “study. In the branch of mathematics, topology deals with 

properties of the space that are preserved in continuous deformation conditions, 

such as stretching, crumpling and bending, but not tearing or gluing (Collins English 

Dictionary, n.d.). Bahnham was inspired by these qualities of penetration, circulation 

and inside out. In buildings these qualities can explain the relation between interior 

and exterior or the movements and flow of people, inside and around a building. 

But also the service installations such as ventilation and electricity are subjects that 

circulate.

 

An example of a building that is in possession of the image making qualities is 

Smithson’s unbuilt Golden Lane, where a coherent image is created by the visual 

circulation between the clustered flats. In this project the ‘streets in the air’ advocate 

the movement and flow of people. The flats are identifiable units of habitation where 

the human is part of the total image. (Dutton Architects, 2013)

 

So until now, the definition of brutalisme is defined by Banham. Not everyone use this 

same definition and this is the reason why the architecture style becomes confusing. 

According to Banham, topology is an important part, but not everyone agrees with 

him. Two examples are Art and Architecture Building at Yale by Paul Rudolph and 
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The Economist building by the Smithsons. There are buildings that carry all the other 

characteristics of a brutalist building, but the topology is not present. We will discuss 

this further in the chapter Ethic / Social.

AESTHETIC , AS FOUND

The second key characteristic that defines The New Brutalism is the term ‘valuation 

of materials “as found”’, introduced by Reyner Banham in his essay The New Brutalism 

in Architectural Review. (1955) Banham derives this term from the work of Alison and 

Peter Smithson, namely from the unbuilt House in Soho and the built Hunstanton 

School. As Banham recognizes, Alison and Peter Smithson first claimed the words ‘New 

Brutalism’ in a description of a project for a small house in Soho (1953) who wrote; “In 

fact, had this been built it would have been the first exponent of the “new brutalism” 

in England, as the preamble to the specification shows: ‘It is our intention in this 

building to have the structure exposed entirely, without internal finishes wherever 

practicable. The contractor should aim at a high standard of basic construction, as in 

a small warehouse.”

In the same publication about this small house in Soho, the Smithsons wrote; 

“ It was decided to have no finishes at all internally – the building being a combination 

of shelter and environment. Bare concrete, brickwork and wood. … The bars and 

colour variation have some sort of natural tension when laid by a good bricklayer.” 

(Smithson, A., Smithson, P., 1953)

In this notion, it becomes clear the Smithsons appreciated craftsmanship in 

architecture very much, by saying ‘when laid by a good bricklayer’.With the use of 

these ‘warehouse’ materials, exposed both on the inside and outside of the design, 

the Smithsons wanted to show the appreciation for the ‘every day’ and the ‘ordinary’, 

as they call it themselves.
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After reading this and looking at the just finished Hunstanton School, Banham 

introduced the term of materials “as found”. But he introduces it only after writing; 

“Hunstanton, and the house in Soho, can serve as the points of architectural reference 

by which The New Brutalism in architecture may be defined. … Both exhibit their 

basic structure, and both make a point of exhibiting their materials … Whatever 

has been said about honest use of materials, most modern buildings appear to be 

made of whitewash or patent glazing, even when they are made of concrete or steel. 

Hunstanton appears to be made of glass, brick, steel and concrete, and is in fact 

made of glass, brick, steel, and concrete. ... One can see what Hunstanton is made 

of, and how it works, and there is not another thing to see except the play of spaces.”  

(Banham, R., 1955)

Later in his essay he concludes that materials “as found” are ‘raw materials’. With this 

comparison and introduction of the term “as found”, Banham proved to understand a 

large part of what the Smithsons wanted to achieve, as for the Smithsons ‘warehouse 

aesthetics’ is the appreciation of ordinary materials. But now the question, when is 

material direct? Or not direct? A material, covered or not, always appears to be the 

material it is or not? It is about honesty, not about appearance. So this comparison 

of modern whitewash buildings with the Hunstanton school regarding their 

appearance, is not on point, as the appearance of something does not imply the 

thought of honesty. Banham could have said, for instance, Hunstanton shows to be 

more honest about the use of material then most modern whitewash buildings. 

Some 11 years later Banham adds to this in his book The New Brutalism (Nov. 1966); 

‘But what caused even more profound shock, not only to architectural romantics 

but to educational sentimentalists as well, was the attitude of the architects to the 

materials of which the school is constructed. …  This, indeed, is an attempt to make 

architecture out of the relationships of brute materials, but it is done with the very 

greatest self-denying restraint. Nothing is done to ‘dramatise’ the services … and the 

standard metal sections of which the frame and window-framing are assembled do 

not repay intense study in the ways that those of Mies’s work at IIT do.’ (Banham, R., 
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1966)

In this small text, it becomes even more clear how Banham agrees with the Smithsons 

on the topic of materials. Especially the comparison between Hunstanton school 

and Mies van der Rohe’s, Wishnick Hall on Illinois institute of technology, struck me. 

The way these buildings seemingly look similar from the outside, whilst in essence 

completely different, as the Hunstanton school is built up from standard materials 

and Wishnick Hall is way more complicated in detail. This becomes most obvious on 

the corners of both buildings.

With ‘valuation of materials “as found” the Smithsons and Banham show to appreciate 

the ‘ordinary’ and the ‘everyday’. Simple construction materials are used in such a 

way that it shows how the building actually works. This clear vocabulary, I think, is 

essential for the New Brutalism of the early years.

But there seemed to be more to this “as found” notion, as the Smithsons wrote in 

retrospect in the publication “The ‘As Found’ and the ‘Found’, in The Independent 

Group: Postwar Britain and the aesthetics of plenty (Smithson, A., Smithson, P., 1990). 

They begin by stating that for them “as found” was “not only adjacent buildings but 

all those marks that constitute remembrancers in a place and that are to be read 

through finding out how the existing built fabric of the place had come to be as it 

was. “ (Smithson, A., Smithson, P., 1990) This means they want to add to the notion 

of ‘materials “as found”’, that material for them was not only the ‘raw materials’ that 

should be used in constructing the building, it also can be interpreted as ‘situation 

“as found”’. With situation meaning, all that is there now and all that has been there 

that is considered to be of meaning to the identity of the place. Further along in this 

publication, they state; “We were concerned with the seeing of materials for what 

they were: the woodness of wood; the sandiness of sand.” (Smithson, A., Smithson, P., 

1990)  With this explanation of the notion of ‘valuation of materials “as found”’, being 

the only explanation, the Smithsons show to accept the definition of Banham, but are 

still able to make one wonder about what it really means.
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In the spring of 2000, with Alison Smithson passing away 7 years ago, Peter Smithson 

says the following in an interview with Hans Ulrich Obrist; “ … the quality of a plaster 

ceiling is entirely different from a concrete ceiling, in every way. And Brutalism is not 

concerned with the material as such but rather the quality of the material; what can 

it do? And by analogy: there is a way of handling gold in Brutalist manner and it does 

not mean rough and cheap, it means; what is its raw quality?” (Ulrich Obrist, H., 2004) 

In other words, using a material in the best way in sense of function.

The ‘seeing of materials for what they were’ can be interpreted as materials using as 

they are found in nature but this is not completely the case, as trees are cut to planks 

and clay is formed and baked into bricks, to be able to use them for construction. 

This notion implies that they take the manner of ‘raw materials’ as ‘raw construction 

materials’. They don’t want actual raw material, as that would mean actual tree stumps, 

but want raw construction materials to be shown in, for example, Sugden House, 

1955. It seems to be logic but it is very important to be able to understand what 

can be regarded as raw and what not. Both the Smithsons and Banham talk about 

covering materials with paint and glass give a completely different appearance of the 

building. It is about honesty. This desire of honest use of materials, proves the desire 

to be honest in totality. With the WWII in mind, the idea of honesty comes forward 

in architecture, which might also imply the idea of an honest society reflecting on 

architecture. The New Brutalism was and maybe still is able to show the beauty of the 

‘raw’, the ‘ordinary’, by using materials as they are intended to be used and by showing 

the beauty of it. For many people, this beauty was found in appreciating the small 

things in life and value the friendships and family one had. This is maybe even the 

essence of Brutalism, as Brutalism provided just a bare shelter so to say, wherein the 

people celebrate life, without the need of finery. A very romantic idea.
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STRUCTURE 

According to Reyner Banham in his essay The New Brutalism in Architectural 

Review (Dec., 1955), one of the fundamental qualities of Brutalism is the 

“clear exhibition of structure”. However this idea of exposing the structure 

was first introduced by Alison and Peter Smithson, for there unbuilt House 

in Soho. “… the building being a combination of shelter and environment. 

Bare concrete, brickwork and wood.” [#]

In some way Alison and Peter Smithson propose the same as Auguste 

Perret, whom have said ’He who hides any part of the frame deprives 

architecture of its only legitimacy and its most beautiful ornament. He who 

hide a column commits a fault. He who makes a false column commits a 

crime.’[@]

By the same token and as an example for how a structure in a Brutalist 

building should be clearly exposed. Banham, in his book ‘The New 

Brutalism’, proposes the concrete-work of Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation 

at Marseilles as the undisputed architectural fact that has made Brutalism 

admissible in the most of the western language. It was one of the first 

buildings to use concrete as a structure in such a large scale and innovative 

way. 

Le Corbusier had abandoned the pre-war notion that reinforced concrete 

is a machine-age material. Under the pressure of economic and political 

circumstances, Le Corbusier abandoned his initial steel-framed design in 

favour of reinforced concrete. The innovative use of concrete as a structure 

captured the imagination of the younger architects, especially in the 

English-speaking countries, and all above in England itself. It was truly the 

first post-war building that in a sense separated it definitely from Modern 

Architecture before 1939. [p19]
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Hereafter Banham sees Brutalism as another architecture that distinguishes itself 

from other various architectural movements in that time. Using Banhams words, 

‘une architecture autre’ based on the abandonment of concepts of composition, 

symmetry, order, module, proportion, literacy in plan, construction and appearance. 

‘Une architecture autre’ that commits to abandon the concept of the prime function 

of structure, to employ the structure to make a space. [p68]

Moreover Brutalism was rather concerned with the habitat, the total built environment 

that shelters man and directs his movements [p130], where people not only could live 

but also socially interact with each other. According to Banham, the structure should 

“merely be employed as a way of holding up other environmental controls, without 

empowering the monumental significance it enjoyed when massive construction 

was almost the only environmental control mankind possessed.” [p68]

Influenced by Le Corbusier’s Unite d’Habitation at Marseilles, Alison and Peter 

Smithson, when designing the The Golden Lane, used a new topology to make the 

interaction between residents. They intended to use the deck to function socially 

and psychologically in the manner of the street which… is the main public forum of 

communication, the traditional playground for children, and the only public space 

available for mass meetings and large-scale sociality.[p42]

Above all, it made a plain statement of the facts of circulation at ground level, on 

elevated street-decks, or on pedestrian bridges spanning between one building and 

the next (usually in conjunction with duct-bridges for service-runs, thus emphasizing 

that human beings are not the only bodies that circulate). Because of this flourishing 

display of the circulation system, the unifying principle of the design — in the 

absence of any comprehensible visual aesthetic,— becomes the connectivity of the 

circulation linking to topology Banham describes. [p43] 

However when talking about exposing structure, Banham fails to explain why 

exposing the structure of a building should be one of the pillars of ‘The New Brutalism’ 
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movement. On the other hand Jaap Bakema, one of the founding members of ‘Team 

10’ after the dissolution of CIAM, states that structure is a mere representation of 

different functions that are needed to accommodate the needs of the people in a 

society. In a way by exposing the structure of the building the distinct function of 

each part of the building will be exposed. Thus creating a distinction between the 

living environment and the frame structure that upholds it. Therefore each building 

can adapt and be modified to the specific needs of its residents in each period of 

time.[1]

By establishing this distinction between the living environment and the structure, 

upholding it  in one building, multiple buildings or even some parts of the city, a 

new topology will emerge that can serve different needs of the society. By exposing 

the structure and combining it with elevated street-decks, or pedestrian bridges 

spanning between one building and the next, the idea of a total built environment 

can be applied, in other words ‘une architecture autre’. Resulting in implementing the 

idea of a new topology, as introduced by Banham.

Ethic or Aesthetic 

‘Ethic or Aesthetic’ is the subtitle of the book The New Brutalism by Reyner 

Banham(1966), in which The New Brutalism comes to an end according to Banham. 

However Banham did not mention ‘Ethic or Aesthetic’ in the starting essay from 1955. 

Therefore, if you know the essay, you might think the book will answer the question 

if it is more about Ethic or Aesthetic. And indeed, the book ends with the discussion 

of The New Brutalism evolving in a style, or that it is just about the ethic of The New 

Brutalism origins.

Creating for a society that had nothing after World War II, was the trigger for a 

new architecture, this can be considered as a starting point for The New Brutalism. 
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Le Corbusier had already proposed Ville Radieuse in the nineteen-thirties; new 

architecture, high buildings with separated functional zones. And ‘The New Brutalism 

was a critique in favor of the everyday society’ as the Smithson’s call it. The ‘streets 

in the sky’ would create a social architecture with the feeling of ‘neighborliness’ and 

with people’s deep-rooted desire to have a sense of belonging to the place where 

they live. (Gennes, J., 2003) With this in mind the ethical part of The New Brutalism is 

set out. 

The Smithsons also played a role in the end of The New Brutalism. According to Reyner 

Banham who writes in 1966, The Economist building is a work of studied restraint and 

takes the total environment for granted.(Banham, R., 1966) The Economist Building 

is sixty meters high and does not relate to any lower building in the neighborhood. 

Having topology in mind, the system of relationships, is not clearly visible in the total 

image. 

In order to give more evidence to this ‘ending of the brutal ‘ism’, Banham gives us a 

‘bad example’ which we try to compare with the good example he provides for The 

New Brutalism. 

Banham analyzes the work of Paul Rudolph:

“the practice has been dominated by purely visual images, purely spatial concepts. 

... the work of Paul Rudolph that most persistently receives the epithet Brutalist is 

not his Art and Architecture Building at Yale with its artfully coarse concrete surfaces” 

(Banham, R., 1966) add picture

Take the Art and Architecture Building of Paul Rudolph, the topology is lacking when 

looking at its exterior, but studying section-wise the topology is definitely visible in 

the interior. However Banham thinks Rudolph himself designed a better example 

with the married-student housing and quotes Rudolph; 

“It should look like a village, not like housing… though parts are repeated, they 

don’t look like it… ….. We must repeat but not bore. Spaces in between the units are 
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important… courtyards and terraces, paths and entrances.” (Paul Rudolph, 1961, re-

used by Banham, R., 1966)

The married student housing looks like a village and is designed as a ‘total 

environment’, spaces between the volumes become important. However the 

structure of The New Brutalism, consisting out of  ‘Image’, ‘As found’ and ‘Structure’ is 

not immediately visible in this project. ‘Looking like a village’ should be the the ‘Image 

as a memorability’, the ‘as found’ might be present in the creating for the society ‘as 

found’, and the clear exhibition is displayed in the floors giving the facade ‘structure’.   

But why the definition ‘The New Brutalism? If the Married Student Housing is a good 

example? It is quite disturbing to have such a rough term presented to you and we 

should associate this with fragmented not really ‘brutal’ looking images. This is what 

Banham means with the succeeded ethical part of The New Brutalism, the aesthetic 

-meaning stylistic part- became more important looking at The Economist and the 

Art and Architecture buildings.

We cannot deny that the art and Architecture Building of Paul Rudolph is visually 

very strong looking at its exterior. Understanding Banham is not difficult regarding 

the total environment of the student housing, it is about relationships with public 

space and other buildings, or volumes. The problem is the fact that only a few 

examples are being pointed out and even those can be easily critiqued. The Art and 

Architecture Building is about inner topology and The Economist Building is indeed 

out of proportion on the site. But in both buildings, the three topics; ‘image of a 

memorability’, ‘valuation of materials as found’ and ‘clear exhibition of structure’ are 

definitely displayed. 

And was it really the end? Banham published his book in 1966, but a lot of buildings 

considered ‘Brutalist’ are constructed (right) after the publishing of the book(timeline)

Within contemporary architecture the definition Brutalism is associated with ‘brutal’ 

and concrete buildings. But taking every aspect of The New Brutalism in mind, it 

might be less noticable. However, good or bad in execution, the Robin Hood Gardens 
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by the Smithson’s(design started 1969) is a good example of the Golden Lane idea 

by the Smithson’s, even after The New Brutalism being declared dead by Banham. 

And there are more examples in London; National Theatre by Denis Lasdun(design 

started 1967), Alexandra Road development by Neave Brown(design started 1968). 

In all of the three projects, topology is not lacking and the main three subjects of The 

New Brutalism, ‘image’, ‘as found’ and ‘structure’ are definitely recognizable. However 

the lack of maintenance or attention by the London Borough Councils is or could 

have been the problem, this is one reason why the concrete ‘mega-structures’ -as 

Robin Hood Gardens- can be considered as not appealing or not well-functioning 

in the general public nowadays. (The Economist, 2017) But projects like the National 

Theatre and Alexandra Road, completed in the late seventies are still known for 

its well-functioning or appealing spaces, indoors or outdoors. As Reyner Banham 

concluded in 1966:

“The face of the world does not conform to the Brutalist Aesthetic, but the conscience 

of the worlds architecture has been permanently enriched by the Brutalist Ethic. 

Permanently enriched for sure! But it was definitely not finished in 1966. And even 

aesthetically it is interesting, it definitely affects the emotions.

Conclusion

This research started with the question; How and what can we learn from Brutalism?

Later this research zoomed in more, on The New Brutalism of the Smithsons and 

Banham. We now know that Banham, sets requirements to measure if a building is 

part of the New Brutalism movement or not, and how the Smithsons have set the 

pace with their House Soho and Hunstanton school. 

By stating the end of the New Brutalism, Banham exaggerates to say the least. He first 

sets a list of requirements, which all together form the New Brutalism as a combination 

of ethic and aesthetic, meaning the thought behind it and the stylistic set. But when 

looking back, mainly at the Economist Building, Banham marks the end of the New 
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Brutalism. But why does he do this? He marks this as the end of the New Brutalism 

because it lacks topology, it is of the wrong scale for the city and it also lacks a human 

scale. By looking at The Economist Building, we can clearly see the three important 

elements of the New Brutalism, being 1. Image of memorability, 2. Materials as found 

and 3. Exhibition of structure. So all elements important for the style, are resembled 

in the building, it only lacks the sense of topology -part of Image of memorability-, 

meaning a system of relationships, according to Banham. 

Actually when looking at The Economist Building, it does not tell a story of failure. 

So why does Banham exaggerate and states that this is the end while it can not be 

considered the actual end, as more and more buildings were being built in this style. 

By stating the end of the New Brutalism, Banham wants to raise the attention and 

discussion. Because in his eyes the New Brutalism did not succeed in doing what it 

was intended to do, and that was in essence to bring people together in buildings 

that facilitate this being together. It initiated as a social solution, but resulted in an 

architectural solution. Maybe Banham tries to distance himself from the style, by 

making this notion. 

We understand the principles of Banham, but looking at later buildings coming close 

to the ideas of The New Brutalism, there are also some question-marks. For example 

the Robin Hood Gardens which is demolished -as we write- and this building did not 

work because of the lack of maintenance and the walkways did not function because 

of the raw and dark spaces.

Nowadays, still, we can recognize elements of The New Brutalism in all sorts of 

buildings. Some buildings even can be regarded as part of the style. Looking at the 

work of some Belgian architects like De Vylder Vinck Taillieu or Ono architectuur, the 

clear exhibition of structure, use of raw materials creating an image of memorability 

is represented. So the way of thinking that the Smithsons initiated, can still be found 

in contemporary architecture.

How can we learn from The New Brutalism? 
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We analyzed the structure of The New Brutalism being about ethic or aesthetic, but 

when Banham states it is the end we do not see this clearly. So by being critical we 

come to the conclusion that with The New Brutalism, there is a discrepancy between 

saying that a building should have certain requirements and analyzing if these items 

if they are in the building or not. Thus, be clear about the definition of a style, to avoid 

illegibility! 

The New Brutalism showed us that a building is always about aesthetics and ethics. 

And that is the actual problem, as in some buildings the aesthetics dominates over 

the ethics. Now the question is reduced to; how can we balance ethics and aesthetics 

in architecture?  
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APPENDIX B: A METHODOLOGY 

by Matteo Basso and Kapilan Chandranesan

How do we learn from a building? 

To understand the process of learning from a 

building it is useful to break it down into its 

fundamental components and define them. 

Subject 

A human activity such as learning requires us 

to reflect on the agency of such action. The 

agent, at the centre of the learning process, 

is who, consciously or unconsciously, is 

engaging with the building at hand, deriving 

lessons from it. 

The studio Masterly Apprentice - Learning from 

a Building is concerned with the subjectivity 

of this learning process and conceives the 

individual students as its agents. 

Bachelard, french phenomenologist, gives 

a clear perspective on how one could 

understand the working of the agency. He 

defines the agents as “speaking beings,” or as 

those subjects who receive a poetic image 

and recreate it, through their imagination. 

They “resonate”, hearing the poem, and 

“reverberate”, speaking it, thus making it their 

own[1]. For example, admiring an impressionist 

painting of a landscape will enrich the viewer’s 

experience of landscape thereafter by adding 

a new layer to his perception. 

“When I receive a new poetic image, I 

experience its qualities of inter-subjectivity. 

I know that I am going to repeat it in order 

to communicate my enthusiasm. When 

considered in transmission from one soul to 

another, it becomes evident that a poetic image 

eludes causality”[1]. 

When we study a building we are not specifically 

looking at the contextual conditions and the 

causal relationships that influenced it. Instead, 

we are concerned with the individual experience 

of the qualities of the building which we have 

perceived and that we have further researched. 

“I always come then to the same conclusion: the 

essential newness of the poetic image poses the 

problem of the speaking being’s creativeness. 

Through this creativeness the imagining 

consciousness proves to be, very simple but very 

purely, an origin. In a study of the imagination, a 

phenomenology of the poetic imagination must 

concentrate on bringing out this quality of origin 

in various poetic images”[1]. 

Through learning from a building we become 

creative in understanding it and combining 

it with our personal experiences. We become 

conscious, and therefore start making things our 

own through the act of designing. 

The subjectivity of this process, is rather more an 

inter-subjectivity, which opens up at least two 

reflections. 

Firstly we have, on one hand the agent’s 

subjective experience and on the other the object 

which is the building at hand, its contextual 

setting, its interpretations, its readings, its 

narrations, and more simply its “reverberations”. 

The intersubjectivity lies in how these factors 
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“resonate” within the agent. The intersubjectivity 

ties us to the architect who designed the 

building, through learning from it. 

Secondly we notice an inter-subjective layer 

within the various students undergoing similar 

processes of resonance and reverberation, but 

directed at different buildings. Here the learning 

becomes a horizontal phenomenon by which the 

peers influence and inform each other’s ongoing 

processes, much alike the Montessori method. 

Object 

The learning process cannot exist without 

the object of perception elaborated into an 

experience. To understand this process it is 

useful to break down the object in question - the 

building - into its fundamental components. If 

we consider a building to be a complex whole 

we can describe it as being a material and a 

theoretical construct, tangible and intangible 

at the same time. We identify the tangible, 

material reality, with the elements that make 

up a building; and the intangible, theoretical 

construct, with the concepts that appropriate 

the elements of architecture into the specificity 

of each building. 

These two fundamental moments – material 

concepts and intangible concepts - in the 

experience of learning from a building can 

be collectively called architectural aspects. In 

the way Wittgenstein intends “Aspekt”, as a 

phenomenological object, one makes experience 

of [2]. 

It is important to understand that the building 

is approached in aspects. The experience of it 

cannot be in its wholeness, rather more it has to 

go through a reading of various aspects and a 

recombination of them, once understood. 

The architectural perception thus depends on 

the contextual conditions of experience. 

Recreating an image through a model is an 

example of how one can learn from aspects 

of the building that are merely one part of its 

existence. The moment described through 

the picture of the building captures a specific 

position in space, a specific lighting condition, 

specific material compositions, and a specific 

atmosphere which are among the many 

experiences that can be had of the building. 

The picture of the model, then, recreates the 

conditions captured in original picture. 

The physical elements and groups of elements 

participate in the creation of the unity of the 

building. These elements are to be intended 

as all the tangible components, as stairs, walls, 

windows and doors, materials, furniture and so 

on and so forth. 

The concepts are, on the other hand, 

relationships between us and our environment, 

bringing together the different elements in 

understandable patterns. 

“The concepts help us understand ourselves and 

our environment. When things look chaotic and 

confusing, a concept can help establish order 

in that chaos by showing us how we might 

understand something. Alternatively, where first 

we might see “nothing much,” a concept can help 

us see things that we would otherwise not have 

noticed by identifying patterns and things”[3]. 

Activities 

As we have defined the subject along with the 

object of this learning moment, we are missing 

the connection that brings them together. As 

a sentence cannot be complete if verbless, the 

learning cannot exist without an activity. These 

activities are done by the subject -the actor- 

upon the object -the aspects of the building-. 

These activities are a plethora that encompasses 

analytical thinking and sensible experience alike. 
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Because of the high degree of subjectivity, we 

are faced with activities of very different nature, 

depending on one’s attitude towards the aspects 

of the building and on how one approaches 

learning. 

Quite broadly, we identify three moments within 

which every activity can fall. The moments 

are ordered depending on proximity between 

subject and object. The building and the 

experience of it can happen through different 

degrees of contact. 

The three moments are: the moment of intimacy, 

when one learns in the physical presence of the 

building; the moment of detachment, when 

one learns in indirect contact through thought, 

or physical means and representations; and 

the moment of reconnection, when one learns 

through application and design.

The first two moments involve the attention 

towards the building itself, the third has its 

primary attention elsewhere, while maintaining 

an instrumental relationship with the building. 

Moment of intimacy: 

sensing; observing; abstracting; conceptualising; 

recording; describing; abducting. 

Moment of detachment: 

abstracting; conceptualising; analysing; 

comparing; connecting; imagining; 

redrawing;copying; reconstructing; exploring; 

abducting; anticipating design. 

Moment of reconnection: 

discussing; testing; intuiting; remembering; 

applying; iterating. 

Conclusion 

“The image offered us by reading the poem now 

becomes really our own. It takes root in us. It has 

been given us by another, but we begin to have 

the impression that we could have created it, 

that we should have created it. It becomes a new 

being in our language, expressing us by making 

us what it expresses; in other words, it is at once 

becoming of expression, and a becoming of our 

being. Here expression creates being.”[1] 

So when is it not merely a reproduction? 

Doing something with what we have learned 

means we have imbibed it with our personal 

interpretation, making it part of our language. 

That aspect exists through us, we exist with it. 
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